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Abstract

M odernized civilization demands more energy supply than ever before. The nuclear
industry aims to contribute largely in achieving this goal by investing a decent

budget in research and development of the newer, more efficient generation of reactors.
These nuclear reactors feature larger and more slender components, more intense ther-
mal energies, higher velocities and densities of the coolant fluids resulting in more severe
vibrations of the structural components. As a consequence the components that are de-
veloped will be more prone to Flow-Induced Vibrations (FIV). These vibrations can lead to
unfavorable conditions such as corrosion cracking, fatigue problems, resulting in unsafe
working conditions and substantial stand-still costs due to accidental failures. The di-
agnose of modal characteristics of specific nuclear reactor components, such as the fuel
rod assembly is thus of major importance.

Qualified researchers from all over the world are being employed to ensure safe
energy production, including mathematicians. At Nuclear Research and Consultancy
Group (NRG), an in-house Fluid-Structure interaction (FSI) software package, called NRG-
FSIFOAM, has been developed based on other open-source software packages to perform
valuable investigation of FIV by means of the-state-of-the-art algorithms existing to date.
Within NRG-FSIFOAM, a numerical method to predict pressure fluctuations in turbu-
lent flow is implemented in order to study Turbulence-Induced Vibrations (TIV), which
is called the pressure fluctuation model (PFM). PFM, being an extension to the U-RANS
model, reduces computational costs greatly compared to high-fidelity solvers such as DNS
and LES.

In this Master thesis project, NRG-FSIFOAM is validated by simulating FIV of bare and
wire-wrapped rods in turbulent water and lead-bismuth eutectic flow. It is observed that
compared with commercial software (STAR-CCM+) NRG-FSIFOAM generates good results
by means of wall-function models and in general over-predicts the wall shear stress tensor
in wall-resolved simulations with the k − ω SST model. Modal characteristics from PFM
simulations are in good agreement with results from the classical U-RANS model in NRG-
FSIFOAM. Secondly, new developments in the FSI-coupling are investigated to improve
overall performance of the NRG-FSIFOAM solver. To this purpose a novel extrapolation
is designed, manually accommodating for the variability in the interface-displacement in
FSI problems. The previous bare rod and wire-wrapped cases suggest future potential,
having retrieved results as efficient as the generally proposed extrapolation method. Ad-
ditionally the Manifold Mapping is integrated in NRG-FSIFOAM as an alternative efficient
FSI coupling method.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

N uclear energy provides the highest energy density out of all the other sources
currently on earth. In other words, the effective energy extracted per unit of

mass or volume is the most for nuclear fuel. To wrap your mind around this; a chunk of
uranium having the size of an egg is sufficient to produce energy for a complete life time of
a human being. Being that efficient, employing nuclear fuel is a very neat way to generate
power. On the contrast, that same "egg" could release energy equivalent to the amount
of energy produced by the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. Having such enormous
potential, nuclear material can be extremely hazardous [16]. Consequently, it is of major
importance that nuclear energy sources and their derivatives are properly dealt with.

Qualified researchers from all over the world are being employed to ensure safe energy
production, including mathematicians. Due to the drastic increase in computer power
over the last decade, application of mathematics and physics has been translated into
algorithms by teaming up with computer scientists, making it possible to provide com-
puter simulation results capable of predicting behaviour of nuclear components, and thus
providing substantial information for further development of newer reactor types.

Large amounts of fossil fuels have been used over the last decades, diminishing air
quality and increasing temperatures all of the world. Engineers and scientists from all
over the world annually pursuit cleaner and more powerful energy sources to reduce the
burden of fossil fuels. Several new technologies, such as the ITER project building a fusion
reactor in Cadarache (southern France), are currently undergoing a lot of development.
In order to comply with the ever increasing demand for power in the mean time, nuclear
energy will play a major role in the future, it is the only proven low-carbon power source
to meet modern economy electricity requirements [3].

For nuclear applications to play an increasing role in supplying energy needs, depend-
ing heavily on water-cooled and moderated reactors is outdated. An increase of coolant
flow, applying a different coolant liquid or even reconsidering different structural com-
ponents are innovations being considered. Each adjustment causes different fluid and
structural behaviour, in which Flow-Induced Vibrations (FIV) can become more cumber-
some. Studying FIV, and even more general Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI), is thus of
major importance in nuclear engineering, in order to detect such a phenomenon before
physical application. Several different structural components are submerged in excep-
tional fluids (highly pressurized water or liquid metals), creating a system working in
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Chapter 1. Introduction

extreme conditions compared to daily life. Small mistakes hence can have grave conse-
quences. Due to the severity of the matter, safe operation of nuclear reactors is a prime
goal to secure.

Trying to achieve such goals through experimental testing is very expensive, if even
possible. Moreover analytical theories are often limited to simplified settings, and thus re-
sulting conclusions can not be used as valuable information for realistic nuclear reactors.
In the current digital age, computational simulation therefore provides great opportunity
to work towards safe nuclear reactor operation in a cost-friendly manner. In order for
such simulation methods to be a serious influencer in nuclear industry, it is important
that results can be generated within a certain time frame. Direct numerical simulations
(DNS, solving the exact equations) of fluid behaviour can produce very accurate results,
these simulations however can easily take up months of computational efforts. This is un-
favourable, as there are reactors constructed, developed in a duration of ten years before
construction started. Hence, if future ambitions include design of reactor components,
or even full cores, efficient simulation is to key to victory.

1.1 Research objective

At Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group (NRG), an in-house Fluid-Structure inter-
action (FSI) software package, called NRG-FSIFOAM, has been developed based on other
open-source software packages. In this way, state-of-the-art algorithms from all aspects
of FSI can be implemented and combined in order to work towards the most efficient
simulations to date. Not only must NRG-FSIFOAM be efficient, but the results produced
must also be reliable. Therefore a first set task is to

verify NRG-FSIFOAM’s coupling and pressure fluctuation model for its accuracy compared

with different (commercial) software.

Moreover, as NRG-FSIFOAM is based on open-source codes, it is very flexible to develop
new models and improve all aspects of FSI separately from one another. As FSI is a very
broad subject, seeking improvement in all parts would be to big of a task for the scope of
this project. Consequently focus is put in to

improving the efficiency of the fluid-structure interaction coupling method, by maintaining

at the same time the stability and the accuracy of the method,

under the form of a second research objective. The strongly-coupled algorithms, such as
IQN-ILS, that NRG-FSIFOAM utilizes, take up several iterations per time step, meaning
that a big chunk of the total duration goes to coupling. Small improvements for a single
time-step could thus results in detrimental improvements for a complete simulation.

1.2 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 starts of with an introduction of fluid-structure interaction in nuclear reactor
history. Much detail is put in to the way flow-induced vibrations of nuclear components

8



1.2 Thesis outline

can manifest. Thereafter, chapter 3 describes the governing mathematical equations of
the problem at hand. Knowing this, chapter 4 follows with a summary of the numerical
procedures needed to solve these mathematical models. Only the theory of coupling
methods is shifted to chapter 5, as this will play a larger part in the research of the thesis.
Additionally in this same chapter, improving theories are investigated. To complete the
theoretical section of the reports, chapter 6 highlights efficient procedures to simulate
fluid behaviour that are being put to use in this work. The first results are given in chapter
7, that compares vibrational characteristics of a bare and wire-wrapped rod obtained with
NRG-FSIFOAM and STAR-CCM+. Chapter 8 then gives the results obtained for the second
research objective. Conclusions are at last made of all results and in chapter 10 a list of
topics is written down for future research.

9





Chapter 2

FSI in nuclear applications

F low-induced vibrations (FIV), and even more general Fluid-Structure Interaction
(FSI), are of major importance in the context of nuclear reactors. Many structural

defects due to fretting wear, fatigue problems and stress corrosion cracking originate
from FIV. The earliest reports of incidents concerning heat exchanger tubes appeared in
the 1950s [46]. In order to perform well set up research, it is important to look in the
past. The peculiar behaviour of specific components in events from the past provide a
base of knowledge for scientific investigation. Ahead of describing such events, a general
overview of the internal workings of nuclear reactors and their differences is given.

2.1 Nuclear reactors

Getting to understand basic concepts of nuclear energy via the use of reactors, makes
one realize how far human kind has come. Reforming atoms of materials from within was
beyond imaginable two or three human generations ago. This section shortly introduces
the reader to the formation of nuclear history, what the future will hold and how nuclear
energy came to existence.

2.1.1 Types of nuclear reactors

The origins of nuclear fission (and reactors) begin shortly before the onset of WWII. At
that time, attention was heavily put in exploitation of nuclear materials for its destructive
capabilities. Not long after, nuclear propulsion of submarines became primary application
for the military, shifting focus towards production of compact reactors. In order to fit in
submarines, nuclear engineers experimented with alternative coolants and moderators to
reduce size. As a consequence, the earliest models of small light water reactors (LWRs),
pressurized water reactors (PWRs), liquid metal-cooled fast reactors (LMFRs), lead-cooled
fast reactors (LFRs) and sodium-cooled fast reactors (SFRs) came into existence, of which
the LWRs were most common to be used.

Since then, over the last half century, nuclear reactor technology has developed a
lot. This development arose in major design changes, and a fair amount of future design
concepts already exist. For this reason, classification of nuclear reactors is done by
generations (see figure (2.1)), Generation I reactors being early commercial prototypes
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Chapter 2. FSI in nuclear applications

developed in the 1950s.

Figure 2.1: Timeline for development of different fission reactor technologies [16].

Most of the nuclear reactors being operational to date are Generation II reactors from
1960s onwards, giving the first commercial PWRs and BWRs. A short diagram is given in
pie charts (2.2), representing the distribution of reactors and their net energy capacity by
type.

Number of reactors Net power capacity (GWe)

PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor)

BWR (Boiling Water Reactor)

PHWR (Pressurized Heavy-Water Reactor)

GCR (Gas Cooled Reactor)

LWGR (Light-Water Cooled, Graphite Moderated Reactor)

FBR (Fast Breeder Reactor)

299
75

49

1415

3

283

73

25

7.7
10

1.4

Figure 2.2: Number of reactors and net capacity given by the IAEA [19], data updated at
1st September of 2018. GWe = capacity in thousands of megawatts (gross).

From 1990 on, advanced versions of PWRs, BWRs and pressurized heavy water reac-
tors (PHWRs) were commissioned, designated by Generation III. Generation IV reactors
are meant to address many of the social, safety and economical concerns to further
spread nuclear technology. Under these are six; very high temperature reactors (VHTRs),
gas-cooled fast reactors (GFRs), molten salt reactors (MSRs), supercritical water-cooled
reactors (SCWRs), the SFRs and the LFRs. Generally, these new concepts rely on running
on way higher temperatures compared to the water-cooled reactors currently in use. The
technology behind these concepts is however not yet ready for commercial usage and is
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2.1 Nuclear reactors

still undergoing a serious development program to provide smartly engineered materials
and components capable of handling the extreme conditions. Aside prototype models,
Generation IV reactors will not be operational before the mid-2020s [16, 1].

2.1.2 Workings of a pressurized water reactor

Many different kinds of reactors exist and giving a concise description of all of them is too
vast for the purposes of this work. However, most different designs rely on basic concepts
which will be explained below through the example of a pressurized water reactor (PWR).
For this, the reader is suggested to follow figure (2.3), starting from the fuel elements on.

Figure 2.3: A diagram of the basic working of a pressurized water reactor [1].

Generating nuclear energy commences in the reactor core, i.e. in the nuclear fuel
assembly containing fuel elements. The fuel is specifically selected to consist of heavy
elements, such as uranium, making it energetically favourable to split nuclei. This pro-
cess is more well known as ‘nuclear fission’. When nuclei split, its nuclear fragments are
in very excited states and emit neutrons, other subatomic particles, and photons. These
neutrons on their turn get absorbed by other nuclear fragments, permitting other nuclear
fission reactions to take place, allowing the reaction to become self-sustaining. In this
‘chain-reaction’, a very large amount of energy releases, and hence an enormous amount
of heat gets built up rapidly. In an atomic bomb, the goal is to generate such an extremely
fast reaction, producing the prompt, tremendously energetic explosions. Nuclear reac-
tors are designed in such a way, to keep output on a constant level, by maintaining this
chain-reaction ([29] p. 1). One way this is achieved, is by surrounding the heated fuel in
coolant material, that often also acts as a speed-limiter for neutrons (moderator). This is
preferred, as neutrons are absorbed more frequently when moving slower. In a PWR, light
water (normal water) is utilized for these purposes. However, temperature gets up way
too fast at normal pressure. Hence, a pressurizer (see figure (2.3)) increases pressure up
to 150 times atmospheric pressure, allowing water to reach 325°C [1]. Having such high
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Chapter 2. FSI in nuclear applications

Monju sodium leak

Figure 2.4: A diagram showing the basic workings of a “loop” design fast breeder reactor
[2]. Moreover, the position of the Monju sodium leak is shown [33].

temperature, this water on its turn is used to generate steam. Via an inlet, water flows
to the U-tubes which induces steam to be formed. To conclude, this steam, as in fossil
fuel energy facilities, forces turbines to spin, which is often the last barrier to producing
energy. Water in the U-tubes will then flow back towards the reactor core, which will heat
it up again, after having transferred quite a lot of heat to build up steam. This completes
the nuclear reactor cycle.

Differences between reactors constitute of having more than one cycle, different coolants,
different reactor cores and steam generator designs, using different nuclear fuels and even
more enhancements are being designed currently. For example, liquid-metal fast breeder
reactors have been built using two loops and sodium, lead or a lead-bismuth alloy as
primary coolant, illustrated in figure (2.4).

Figure 2.5: A sketch of a fuel
assembly and nuclear fuel pel-
lets inserted in the core of a re-
actor [32].

The use of metal coolants is favourable, since there
are low vapour pressures, allowing to operate the reac-
tor at nearly atmospheric pressures. Moreover, thermal
conductivity is very high, allowing the core to cool down
effectively through natural convection, and thus leaving
out the necessity of having a moderator. As is often the
case on earth, everything comes with a trade-off. Nuclear
fuel assemblies (see figure 2.5)) consist of longer slender
tubes. The tubes, called pins or rods, measure approxi-
mately 1 centimetre in diameter and roughly 3 to 4 metres
in length as mentioned on page 4 in Britannicas introduc-
tion to nuclear reactors [29]. Liquid-metals having very
high densities for fluids, are more likely to induce fretting
wear, corrosion and a lot of flow-induced accidents as will
be detailed below. Every reactor design has to be investi-
gated extensively, as minor changes are easy to think of

conceptually, but consequences are of very large extent.
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2.2 Flow-Induced Vibrations

2.2 Flow-Induced Vibrations

The many different structural components in a nuclear reactor, together with all the
possible fluid flows around it give varying possibilities in the eventual behaviour of the
system. In order to effectively perform any computational study, it is important to have
a classification with which one can set up a model for the FSI. The term Flow-Induced
Vibrations (FIV) is used for this purpose, characterizing all phenomena related to the FSI
behaviour. Two major FIV events are described to support the classification.

2.2.1 Classification

In figure (2.3) it can be seen that different excitation mechanism prevail in different regions
within the reactor. The fuel rods are mostly immersed in an axial flow, whereas in the
steam generator both axial and cross flow play a role. A boiling water reactor (BWR) can
have even different states, i.e. gas, liquid or multiphase. Pettigrew et al. [36] have given
a classification (figure 2.6), based on four natural excitation mechanisms; (1) fluid-elastic
instability, (2) periodic vortex shedding, (3) turbulence induced vibrations (TIV) and (4)
acoustic resonance. In this diagram the relative importance of the above mentioned flows
w.r.t. to the four excitation mechanisms is given.

Figure 2.6: Vibration excitation mechanisms and their relative importance [36].

A short description of the four vibration excitation mechanisms which can be present
in nuclear reactors is given below:

1. Fluid-elastic instabilities arise directly form the fluid-induced dynamic forces onto
the structure. If these forces transfer more energy than is damped out by the
structure to restore its position, excessive vibration arises. The velocity of the fluid
at which this occurs is called the critical velocity. Mostly for axial flow, this is not a
problem, as the Elastic modulus (E) for tubes and fuel rod used in a nuclear reactor
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Chapter 2. FSI in nuclear applications

are generally large enough to stay under critical velocities. Cross flow around tube
bundles however are very much affected on the other hand.

2. Vortices are periodically shed downstream of structures in cross flow. Because of
the shedding, periodic pressure variations are induced onto the structure. If the
vortices are created at a similar frequency as the natural frequency of the structure,
resonance may occur. This can be a problem, if the amplitude is large enough to
keep the generation of vertices intact.

3. Turbulence can be a source of vibration in two different ways. Locally, the structure
can be put into vibration as the flow moves around it, which is call near-field exci-
tation. It’s counterpart, far-field excitation, occurs if an upstream component, such
as inlet nozzles, elbows and other piping elements produce turbulence. This tur-
bulence generates random pressure fluctuations around the surface of components
forcing them to vibrate. TIV is the principle source of vibration in axial flow.

4. Acoustic resonance can play a role both in axial and cross flow. In cross flow,
acoustic resonance occurs mostly for gas flow around a tube bundle if the periodic
vortex shedding frequency coincides with the natural frequency of the acoustic cav-
ity formed by the structures surrounding the tube bundle. Intense acoustic noise
is produced, which can lead to large vibration amplitudes and severe damage as a
consequence.

Generally, a structural component is evaluated for its response towards all four mech-
anisms, which are usually different. Thereafter, the responses are superimposed to the
predict the final behaviour in relation to the flow, which is demonstrated in figure (2.7).
FIV usually has the greatest potential. However, different mechanism contribute to the
onset of another one, as for example is explained with acoustic resonance.

Figure 2.7: Superimposition of response vibration to different FIV mechanisms [22].

2.2.2 FIV accidents in the past

In the past, there have been plenty of occurrences of FSI vibration in nuclear reactor
components resulting into an unscheduled shutdown due to mechanical damage. To get
a better grasp of the previous concepts in the FIV classification, two specific accidents are
shortly detailed for the application at hand.
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2.2 Flow-Induced Vibrations

Monju thermometer well — symmetric vortex shedding

In Japan at the Tsuruga Nuclear Power Plant, the Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) Monju

leaked sodium causing a major fire and forcing shutdown. A mechanical defect of a
temperature sensor installed in the secondary loop near the outlet of the internal heat
exchanger allowed several hundred kilograms of sodium to leak out onto the floor below
the pipe (see figures (2.4) and (2.8)). Thermocouple wires are usually enclosed by a sheath,

Figure 2.8: Sketch of the post-accidental state of the Monju reactor displaying the leakage
of sodium [33].

which by itself is housed in a slim well tube, being approximately 15cm in length. Due
to being horizontally inserted into the center of the pipe, the well tube is susceptible for
flow-induced vibrations. A taskforce organized by the Science and Technology Agency
(STA) took X-ray photographs of the incident location in order to estimate the extent of
remaining sodium compounds around the temperature sensor and to assess structural
condition. Results revealed the tip of the well was missing and the united thermocouple
wires in the sheath were bent in the stream-wise direction, which is shown in figure (2.9).

In order to perform more detailed investigation, part of the pipe wall together with the
temperature sensor was cut out and transported to a research institute. Microscopic and
metallographic examinations together with flow-induced vibration analysis confirmed the
direct cause of the failure was high cycle fatigue with crack initiation and slow propagation
with ductile rupture in conclusion. Vibration was not propagated by Von Karman vortex
shedding but by a symmetric vortex shedding.

Due to this accident, new wells for thermometers were designed to specifically com-
pensate against flow induced vibration according to a revised design guide prepared by
JNC (Japan Nuclear Cycle development Institute, currently known as the Japan Atomic
Energy Agency (JAEA)). Main changes were made by decreasing length and increasing
diameter size. Several different countermeasures in conjunction with the new design
regulations of the thermometer were undertaken at the facility. [33, 42].
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Chapter 2. FSI in nuclear applications

Figure 2.9: On the left the thermocouple well of the secondary circuit is visualized before
the Monju accident. On the right the path the sodium followed is shown together with the
bending of the thermometer [33].

Mihama steam generator tube failure – fluid-elastic vibration

Figure 2.10: Mihama steam generator and
the location of failure of the steam genera-
tor tube [24].

Four years earlier, also in Japan, the Mihama

Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2 was automatically
shut down due to leakage in one of its steam
generators. In the upper U-bend part, it was
found that one tube was ruptured at the No. 6
tube supporting plate, leaking 55 tons of pri-
mary cooling water into the secondary cooling
loop [24, 42].

After an intensive investigation, it was
concluded the source was the incorrect inser-
tion (not deep enough) of Anti-Vibration Bars
(AVBs) (see figures (2.10) and (2.11)), 20 years
before the event. Due to this poor composi-
tion, fluid velocity was accelerated more than
it should, leading to out of plane fluid-elastic
vibration of the U-tube. Even more so, the
critical velocity to excite the natural frequency
was decreased due to lack of support by the
AVBs, making it easier for the actual event to
roll out as it happened.

A full chronology of the event is given in [25], describing the operators handling ma-
noeuvres step by step. Next to tube rupture of the steam generator, some pressurizer
relief valves were unavailable and the main steam isolation valve did not manage to fully
seal via the automatic closure system.
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2.2 Flow-Induced Vibrations

Figure 2.11: The upper figure shows
a concept of the steam generator Anti-
Vibration Bars. The other figure dis-
plays the positioning of the AVBs dur-
ing accident, in which the dotted lines
represent normal positioning [24, 25].

This steam generator tube rupture event was
the first of its kind in Japan, gathering a lot of
public attention, also from nuclear safety spe-
cialists. Consequently, the regulatory authority
in Japan ordered a thorough investigation of the
event and undertaking the appropriate measures
in order to prevent similar accidents in the fu-
ture. Among these, it was requested to fully ex-
amine fabrication records and eddy current test-
ing records of AVBs in all steam generators in
Japan. Next to record checks, several improve-
ments and restrictions were made.

The above described events caused a long
stoppage of reactor operation, putting a heavy
financial burden on the nuclear companies
through post-accidental investigations and not
being able to sell the actual product of the nu-
clear reactor, whether it be energy or medical
products. In the future, the goal is to use com-
putational simulations of FSI components in nu-
clear reactors to prevent extensive financial cost

and to win time in design and safety investigations, consequently, leading to a better
nuclear industry for everyone.
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Chapter 3

Governing equations in FSI

K nowing the importance of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) in the field of nuclear
applications, it is important to understand the mathematical behaviour of fluids

and solids in order to computationally research particular aspects in nuclear industry.
The world we are living in however is quite complex. Having non-Newtonian fluids (e.g.
Oobleck) and very elastic materials (e.g. Graphene, used for flexible touch screens),
multi-physics phenomena of many different materials can be described. Attention will
therefore be focused on fluids and solids related to the nuclear industry, describing only
the governing equations of interest for the scope of this work. Moreover, the mathematical
equations to keep the solid and fluid in equilibrium are also given.

3.1 Frames of reference

Before the actual equations are formulated, it is important to understand from which
point of view it is beneficial to observe the physical phenomena at hand. Despite the
actual behaviour being independent of the frame of reference, different formulations of
solid and fluid behaviour are more convenient to understand and consequently solve in
certain situations. A simple example is a person walking in a train; dependent on the
application, sometimes it is more convenient using the train as reference, but it could
also be necessary to know the persons speed w.r.t. a waiting bystander to pass the
rail. Typically, in continuum mechanics the Lagrangian and the Eulerian approach are
considered. For FSI however, in order to solve fluid dynamics, often a method in between,
called the Arbitrary Langrangian-Eulerian (ALE) is preferred. These three are explained
below.

In the Lagrangian description physical properties of the considered body are described
in terms of the material or referential coordinates X and time t. The reference configura-
tion is the initial configuration of the material body at time t = 0s. To clarify, an observer
on the moving body follows the change in properties of all domain points w.r.t. to its
initial position. Computationally this is achieved by creating a grid that follows the body
in its motion by having all grid points fixed as a specific material points. Therefore the
Lagrangian description does not have to deal with convective terms. This is especially
convenient for structural mechanics, as any displacement u of a specific point on the
body is directly followed and compared with its initial state.
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Chapter 3. Governing equations in FSI

The extreme alternative is to observe the moving continuum from a fixed spatial loca-
tion, independent of the moving material, this is called the Eulerian description. Some-
times it is more interesting to study physical properties of a material body at a specific
pre-set point in space. Practically this means that in order to measure change of any
physical property f over time on the (Eulerian) coordinate x, both the change of the prop-
erty at that specific coordinate and the change due to convection of the material must be
added. This is expressed by the material derivative

df

dt
:=

∂f

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

=
∂f

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ v · ∇f . (3.1)

Remark 1. The functions f on the left hand side (depending onX ) and the right hand

side (depending on x) are two different functions. As both describe the same property,

no difference is made in notation.

One can simply imagine the convenience of the Eulerian frame by thinking of water in
rough sea; it is more helpful understanding the macro-behaviour of the sea by looking at
specific locations, compared to tracking particles of the sea water. For this reason, fluid
dynamics are mostly solved in the Eulerian description.

Figure 3.1: Short illustration of
the working of Arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian formulation on a fluid do-
main [7].

The bottleneck in FSI is that a solid is pushing a
fluid and vice-versa, meaning that the fluid domain
is changing. In concrete, the general Eulerian de-
scription deals with many difficulties when having
moving boundaries, and is thus not an option. Sev-
eral solutions exist (see for example subsection 2.2
in [11]), each with their own advantages. The most
well known however is the Arbitrary Langrangian-

Eulerian (ALE) approach, that does move the frame
of reference, however not at the velocity of the ma-
terial itself, but an arbitrary velocity v̂. To this end,
a third domain is needed as referential configura-
tion, using coordinates X (figure 3.1). A similar
formula as the definition for the material derivative
(3.1) can be derived (see Donea et al. [14]) in ALE
formulation. This is given as

∂f

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

=
∂f

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ c · ∇f , (3.2)

in which c := v− v̂ is the relative velocity between the material and the mesh, and ∇f is
the gradient in Eulerian coordinates. Intuitively this means that a portion of convection is
already taken into account by the moving frame of reference. Hence this is compensated
by subtracting the mesh velocity v̂ in the convection term.

Specifically in FSI, it is chosen to move the interface according to the Lagrangian
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3.2 Governing solid equations

description, which avoids overlap between the fluid and solid domains. The interior of
the fluid domain is then extended in accordance with the interface using appropriate
techniques to avoid excessive distortion in the fluid domain.

3.2 Governing solid equations

Structure deformation is given by the Cauchy momentum equation in Lagrangian form by

ρ
d2u

dt2
−∇ · σs = ρgs , (3.3)

u being the displacement, σs the Cauchy stress tensor and gs the body forces per unit
volume on the structure.

For our purposes, linear elastic behaviour is considered. This means stress σs and
strain εs are linearly dependent according to Hooke’s constitutive law

σs = C : εs , (3.4)

C being the fourth-order stiffness tensor. To complete the system of differential equations,
a strain-displacement relation must be given. This is given by the Green-Lagrange strain
tensor

εs =
1

2

[
∇u + (∇u)T + (∇u)T ∇u

]
, (3.5)

valid for large displacements. This way, non-linearity is introduced to the system, which
makes things more difficult. Hence, eq. (3.5) is often linearised, giving

εs =
1

2

[
∇u + (∇u)T

]
, (3.6)

valid for small (linear) displacements. Making a simplification such as this is justified
if small time steps are used when solving for the solid behaviour. For larger time steps
there is a loss in accuracy.

3.3 Governing fluid equations

The flow of Newtonian fluids is considered, described by the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. These are given by the continuity equation and the momentum equation


∇ · v = 0 , (3.7a)
∂v

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ (v · ∇) v − ν∇2v = − 1

ρ0
∇p+ gf , (3.7b)

on Ωf (t), with v the velocity field, p the pressure, gf the body forces per unit volume
acting on the fluid and ν = µ/ρ0 the kinematic viscosity (µ the dynamic viscosity) of the
considered fluid. Incompressibility is assumed, as mostly water or liquid-metal flow is
considered, thus having Mach numbers (the ratio of the speed of the flow to the speed of
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sound) lower than 0.3. Hence, the density is a constant ρ0 := ρ. The above equations are
in the Eulerian description. Using eq. (3.2), one can write the Navier-Stokes equations in
ALE formulation as follows

∇ · v = 0 , (3.8a)
∂v

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ (c · ∇) v − ν∇2v = − 1

ρ0
∇p+ gf . (3.8b)

Newtonian fluids are defined by having viscous stresses linearly dependent on local
strain rates at every point. The expression of the deviatoric (viscous) stress for isotropic
Newtonian fluids is given by Stokes’ stress constitutive equation,

τ = µ
(
∇v +∇vT

)
. (3.9)

In total, the Cauchy stress tensor is obtained from the sum of pressure terms and
viscous terms,

σf = −pI + µτ , (3.10)

in which I denotes the unit tensor.

3.4 Coupling between solid and fluid

Having two different physical continua to model, it is important to gear one to another
correctly. In FSI, a fluid exerts additional forces on a solid and simultaneously, solid
movement forces the fluid on a different track. This behaviour is communicated to each
other through the boundary conditions on the fluid-structure interface Γi(t). As high-
lighted before, these boundary conditions determine well-posedness for both the fluid as
the solid problems on their own. Setting realistic coupling conditions hence is of much
importance for keeping FSI in equilibrium. A no-slip fluid-structure interface adheres to
the equality of velocity (kinematic condition)

v =
du

dt
, (3.11)

and the equality of traction (dynamic condition)

σf · nf = −σs · ns , (3.12)

where nf and ns are unit normal vectors pointing outwards from Ωf (t) and Ωs(t). Because
of the interaction, both domains will reform. Boundary conditions on Γi(t) will have to be
reset each time step, which will be done by calculating the data needed for the next time
step, and transferring it from fluid to solid or vice-versa.
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3.5 Boundary conditions

3.5 Boundary conditions

Dynamical equations are always accompanied with proper boundary conditions for the
particular domain in consideration to have a well-posed problem. Next to the coupling
interface, the other boundaries also have to be imposed with specific variable conditions.

In structure mechanics, a fixed, pinned or free boundary condition is mostly assumed
on Γs(t), and not taking them all free. This assures that the structure does not undergo
rigid body translations and rotations. A basic illustration of the boundary conditions for
a beam is given in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Different types of boundary conditions frequently being used in solid mechanics
[17].

Imposing conditions on Γf (t), the boundary of the fluid domain, is usually done
by having a source velocity profile together with different conditions for the pressure
to create a realistic situation. A reasoning for this is given through the different types of
partial differential equations. For simplistic problems, such as the parabolic heat equation

∂tv−∇2v = g or the hyperbolic (1st order) transport equation ∂tv−a · ∇v = g, choosing
correct boundary conditions is well known due their classification. More involved partial
differential equations such as the Navier-Stokes equations (3.8a) and (3.8b) however do
not adhere to such classification strictly, but should be seen as leaning towards parabolic
or hyperbolic behaviour. To illustrate:

� large ν describes a very viscous fluid. An example is a stirred eddy that dissipates
quickly. One can recognize the character of the heat equation dominantly over the
transport behaviour. In this case all boundaries are constraint by a condition to
form a well-posed problem;

� small ν describes a flow with much transport compared to viscous dissipation, like
flow of water in a tube. Here, the character of the transport equation is dominantly
present. A pure hyperbolic problem does not need a boundary condition at the
outflow of a generic fluid domain.

As viscosity and thus turbulence will always play a role, even when ν being small, bound-
ary conditions are imposed at all parts of the fluid domain. More specifically, at the
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Chapter 3. Governing equations in FSI

outflow, ∂nv = 0 (n the unit normal at the outflow of Ωf (t) ) and p = 0 are chosen for all
considered simulations. Usually, software for fluid solvers request more boundary condi-
tions for different variables not mentioned here. This for example occurs by means of the
U-RANS method for solving fluid equations that describes new variables and additional
equations, explained in chapter 6.
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Chapter 4

Numerical procedures

T here are several different manners with which one can solve Partial Differential
Equations (PDEs) such as given in sections 3.2 and 3.3. Usually, three different

methods are distinguished, the Finite Difference Method (FDM), the Finite Volume Method
(FVM) and the Finite Element Method (FEM). All of them are valid approaches, however
the different choices are made as a specific method can be deemed as more convenient
for a particular PDE. Multiple aspects however come up while solving FSI problems that
are not present solving either fluid or solid problems apart from each other. Under these
are the mesh movement of the fluid domain, as explained in the previous section, and
mapping of data between solid and fluid domains. Once a specific choice has been made
in all aspects, a coupling method has to be identified to solve the FSI problem. These
approaches are described in this chapter except for coupling approaches which are given
more into depth in the next chapter.

4.1 Finite element method

The structural equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6) are preferred to be solved by a Finite Element
Method (FEM), due to structural equations usually having a specific symmetry. This is
symmetry is denoted by the PDE operator being self-adjoint. Consider the vector space
U , and the linear operator L : U → U (L represents the PDE as operator). Then L is
self-adjoint if and only if ∫

Ω

uLv dΩ =

∫
Ω

vLu dΩ, ∀u, v ∈ U . (4.1)

This symmetry condition is very convenient as FEMs use the same basis functions for
solving for the solution as for the complete PDEs (by means of a test function).

Galerkin’s method is put to use in order to derive a weak formulation of the eqs. (3.3),
(3.4) and (3.6). According to a chosen discretization of the solid domain, the displacement

u is written as a sum u(x, t) =
n∑
i=1

ui(t)φi(x) of specifically chosen basis function vectors{
φi| i = 1, . . . , n

}
for the solution vector space U on the domain. The basis elements are

chosen in such a manner that they “belong” to nodes/elements of the grid, resulting in
the φi being equal to zero in the remainder of the grid. Thus if xi is a node of the grid,
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then for each coordinate direction j, there exist a basis function vector, such that for a
general grid node xg (

φi
)
j

(xg) =

1, if xg = xi

0 if xg 6= xi
. (4.2)

Linear basis functions were used during the course of this work. This results in the
sparse semi-discrete system

Mu′′(t) +Ku(t) = f(t) , (4.3)

in which M is the global mass matrix, K is the global stiffness matrix, f(t) is the global
load vector and u :=

[
u1(t), . . . ,un(t)

]
. In order to solve this equation, it is rewritten in

two first order equations and then further discretized by means of the theta-method.

The C++ program library DEAL-II (Bangerth et al. [4]) is integrated in NRG-FSIFOAM
for solving structural dynamics, which is targeted at the computational solution of partial
differential equations using adaptive finite elements.

4.2 Finite volume method

Fluid equations, such as the Navier-Stokes equations (3.7a) and (3.7b) are not self-adjoint
because of the convection term (v · ∇) v. This would mean that a FEM would impose a
symmetry on the discrete version that is not actually there in the continuous PDEs.
The Navier-Stokes equations do however also satisfy a convenient property, namely it is
a composition of conservation laws (conservation of mass and momentum). The FVM
involves the division of the computational domain into volumes and the imposition of
conservation laws on these volumes. Afterwards, Gauß’ theorem

∫
Ω∇·φ dΩ =

∫
Γφ ·n dΓ

is applied to convert the problem to boundary integrals, φ being the fluxes, which are
evaluated at the boundaries. CFD calculations are therefore regarded more convenient to
be solved by the FVM.

A more into depth discussion of the numerical approaches that are used in discretizing
the convection term, diffusion term, source term, the reader is referred to take a look in
Sharma’s [41] and ter Hofstede’s [43] Master theses reports. Both of these works discuss
research and development of the in-house software package NRG-FSIFOAM, meaning that
the discretization techniques explained are in-line with the methods in this project. The
code used for this thesis project is a modified version of the OpenFOAM-Extend project
(foam-extend 3.2, [34])

4.3 Mesh deformation

Fluid-Structure Interaction systems as an entity are given by the equations in sections 3.2
to 3.4. Multiple aspects however come up while solving FSI problems that are not present
solving either fluid or solid problems apart from each other. Under such, as explained in
the previous chapter, belongs the fluid mesh movement.
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4.4 Mapping methods

A brute-force approach is to completely regenerate the fluid mesh after each time step.
This comes with major drawbacks as expected from brute-forcing. The Navier-Stokes
equations are conservation laws, and these are not preserved with a complete regenera-
tion. This is also not convenient for industrial applications, often having very intricate
meshes, which would lead to expensive procedures ran by user-interaction procedures.
Hence, preference goes to having an efficient and automatic method that relocates the
mesh nodes, as the mesh must be updated frequently.

Node relocation is possible in the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation
of the flow equations (section 3.1). The idea is mixing both approaches, leading to a
velocity of the grid wΩf not equal to the fluid itself, but rather arbitrary. Only at the fluid-
structure interface, velocity is strictly set because of boundary condition (3.11), which
avoids overlap with the solid domain. The grid velocity at the interface is then spread out
(function S) over the complete fluid domain,

wΩf = S(wΓi) . (4.4)

Several different strategies exist to achieve this, having two basic underlying concepts.

A first group of techniques requests knowledge of the connectivity between grid points.
Having this information, the grid itself is hypothetically considered as a physical body,
implying that several known methods for movement can be applied. For example, the
edges between nodes can be seen as linear springs, for which forces are modelled by
Hooke’s law. Moreover, one can also consider torsional springs, or a mixed model of
them. Next to this spring analogy it is also possible to look at grid as a linear elastic body,
the same way the structure is solved. Moreover, there is also the possibility to model
grid velocity by diffusion, according the Laplace equation ∇ · (D∇w) = 0, D being the
diffusivity. Biharmonic operators (fourth order derivatives) are also considered, as it has
the characteristics of Laplacian smoothing, but offers grid cell control at the boundaries.

The second group does not take advantage of this property and solely relies on the
position of the nodes. Interpolation by means of Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) is a well-
established manner to perform mesh movement, described by de Boer et al. in [10], which
are being put to use in this work. Although the use of RBFs for mesh movement on the
one hand and mapping data between fluid meshes and solid meshes on the other hand
is different, the basics are described in the next chapter.

4.4 Mapping methods

Due to having several different grids in FSI, often one for a fluid and one for a structure,
complications arise letting both data from the fluid and structure interact. Considering
partitioned solvers (explained in next section), different size requirements for the fluid
solution and solid solution lead to grids being non-conformal or even non-matching with
gaps and overlapping (figure 4.1). Also having a moving solid, the fluid grid needs to
be deformed correctly, as mentioned in the previous section. Moreover, to speed up
FSI calculations, surrogate model algorithms have been developed, taking into account
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Figure 4.1: Different types of boundary conditions frequently being used in solid mechanics.

several levels of grids for the fluid and the solid and thus complicating the situation even
more. In all of the mentioned cases, using appropriate mapping methods is essential. For
very basic cases, one could rely on the nearest-neighbour “interpolation”, taking over the
data values from the nearest point on the other domain. In order to obtain more accuracy,
interpolation can not be avoided however, resulting in more computations. The nearest-
projection for example projects the nearest point on the requested grid, and interpolates
the value at the projected point. Generally, Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) are put to use
for mappings as they have been proven to be accurate and robust, and hence they are
also mostly opted for when performing mapping operations.

Let’s consider interpolation of fluid tractions σf from the fluid domain interface Γi,f

to the solid domain interface Γi,s, or the other way around the displacement u from Γi,s

to Γi,f . For generality, the parameter value is denoted by z. The basic principle behind
RBF interpolation is to construct an interpolant s (global or local) on the nodes xf,k ∈ Γi,f

(k = 1, . . . , nf ), that is being evaluated at the nodes xs,l ∈ Γi,s (l = 1, . . . , ns), based on
radially symmetric basis functions φ : R→ R

φ : ‖x‖ 7→ φ(‖x‖), x ∈ R3 , (4.5)

‖.‖ the Euclidean norm. Many different RBFs are being used, local or global, having
different properties and consequently lead to different results [39]. It has been shown
that the global Thin Plate Spline φ(‖x‖) = ‖x‖2 log(‖x‖) and the C2 continuous basis
function with compact support φ(‖x‖) = (1 − ‖x‖)4

+(4‖x‖ + 1) (the plus denotes the
first term is zero if 1 − ‖x‖ < 0) perform very well for mesh movement for example.
The number of points on the fluid-structure interface is often still very large. Instead of
a single interpolant, and thus a large linear system, local RBFs with compact support
are thus opted for. Multiple smaller linear system then have to be solved, of which the
derivation is given below. The interpolant is then given as s : R3 → R

s(x) :=

nf∑
k=1

αkφr(‖x− xf ,k‖) + p(x) , (4.6)

φr(‖x‖) := φ(‖x/r‖) and the radius is chosen as the maximum distance to any of the
points xs,l, i.e. r = max

l=1,...,ns
‖xs,l − xf,k‖. The function p is a global linear function
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p(x) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x3, where x = [x1 x2 x3]T . Including p determines a unique
interpolant, but request more equations to be solved as the values βi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) have to
calculated. The main principle of interpolation is to build s in such a way to exactly satisfy
the values zf,k in the nodes xf,k ∈ Γi,f (k = 1, . . . , nf ) around which it is constructed, so

s(xf,k) = zf,k, k = 1, . . . , nf . (4.7)

However, as mentioned, these equations on their own give an under-determined system.
Regularity of the system is obtained by forcing that

nf∑
k=1

αkq(xf,k) = 0 , (4.8)

for every polynomial q : R3 → R of degree lower or equal to p. By this method, rigid body
translations will captured exactly if z represent displacement for example. After solving
both eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), for the values αk (k = 1, . . . , nf ) and βi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), the values
zs,l (l = 1, . . . , ns) are obtained through

s(xs,l) =

nf∑
k=1

αkφr(‖xs,l − xf ,k‖) + p(x) . (4.9)

All of the above evaluations can be more efficiently reformulated through matrix no-
tation. Benjamin Uekermann introduces this together with parallelization of the RBF-
interpolation in his dissertation [45], which is implemented in the preCICE library [8].
One can take advantage of the notation by not having to recalculate particular matrices.
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Chapter 5

Coupling algorithms for FSI

H aving the mathematical approaches at hand, it is important to consider how to
solve both fluid equations and solid equations together, i.e. how to perform

the coupling. Two different approaches exist. The monolithic approach writes all fluid
and solid equations together as one bigger system of PDEs. The FSI problem is thus
considered as one system, and any interacting variables are immediately taken into con-
sideration. The remaining approach, solving the fluid and equations separately, is called
the partitioned approach. These methods rely on a coupling scheme that maps the cor-
rect data at the interface between the solvers. A lot of computational efforts can be spend
on coupling, enforcing well aligned fluid and solid solutions. The monolithic approach
has the advantage that any coupling procedures are immediately taken into account in
the system. However, it request a new code implementation for each case. Moreover,
as explained above, different numerical schemes are preferable for different physics. A
partitioned solver can handle this, as highly optimized codes from the last decades can be
used on both the fluid and solid problem. This makes the partitioned approach modular
and and thus the resulting software is easy to maintain and reuse. As the partitioned
approach is used for all the simulations in this thesis, a mathematical basis is described
below.

An extensive review article has been written on different partitioned simulation tech-
niques by Degroote [11]. Most of the information described in this chapter is taken over
from this paper, this includes basic algorithms and the IQN-ILS algorithm. Afterwards,
two aspects of the IQN-ILS algorithm are inspected to investigate acceleration of unsteady
FSI simulations. This is detailed through a surrogate-based method (Manifold Mapping),
described by Blom et al. [6] in an FSI context and investigation of varying extrapola-
tion methods. Al of the investigated coupling methods are integrated in NRG-FSIFOAM
through preCICE (Precice Code Interaction Coupling Environment, [8]), which is a highly
flexible open source coupling library for multi-physics simulations, that combines the
structure solver library DEAL-II [4] and fluid solver library OpenFOAM [34].

5.1 Explicit versus implicit coupling

First, fluid and solid equations are discretized in space and time with the preferred meth-
ods (FVM with OpenFOAM for the fluid and FEM with DEAL-II for the solid). The following
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coupled (fully) discrete equations are obtained{
F(v,d(u)) = 0 ,

S(u, s(v)) = 0 ,
(5.1)

in which v (discrete, thus different from v) groups the flow variables velocity, pressure
and others in Ωf . The structure variables displacement, stress, etc. are gathered in
u ((discrete, thus different from u) w.r.t. Ωs. On the fluid-structure interface Γi, the
displacement w.r.t the initial geometry is given by d and the traction on the interface by
s. A Dirichlet-Neumann (DN) decomposition of the coupled problem is assumed, being
the most common applied decomposition in Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problems.
The DN decomposition solves the flow equations for a specific velocity (displacement d) of
the fluid structure interface (Dirichlet boundary condition), in which the displacement is
derived as a function of the solid parameters d = d(u). The structure equations are then
solved for a given traction distribution s on the interface (Neumann boundary condition),
which is a function of the flow degrees of freedom, s = s(v). All variables are at the new
time level tn+1. For clarity, constant vectors such as the solution vectors determined on
previous time levels (tn, tn−1,...) are hidden.

FSI problems are mainly focused on the interface as explained by the DN decompo-
sition. The flow solver for example calculates v satisfying F(v,d(u)) = 0 for a given in-

terface-displacement d and subsequently extracts the interface-traction s from the newly
calculated v. The same holds for the structure solver. Hence it is convenient to write
the solvers, calculating for variables satisfying the equations in (5.1), in an input-output
fashion, leading for the flow solver to

s = F(d) , (5.2)

and for the structural solver to
d = S(s) . (5.3)

Due to the above notation, it is possible to look at FSI problems in a modular way; one has
to solve fluid behaviour (5.2), solid movement (5.3) and gear those to one another via some
coupling method. This separative manner of working facilitates an easier implementation
in computer applications for general FSI problems. In order to achieve this, general
coupling algorithms have to be derived, applicable for various fluid solvers F and solid
solvers S . As a consequence, the fluid solver F and the solid solver S are often seen as
black-box solvers, limited to the fluid-structure interface. Next, these black-box solvers
have to work with one another via some coupling method. Several methods exist, and it
is reliant of the interaction strength in FSI which one is more appropriate. Therefore, a
further division is made between loosely-coupled systems and strongly-coupled systems.

5.1.1 Explicit coupling

FSI problems are called loosely-coupled (or weakly-coupled) when the interaction is domi-
nated by one participant, either the fluid or the solver. To clarify, imagine a steel lamppost
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5.1 Explicit versus implicit coupling

standing in a cool breeze. The natural frequency of this lamppost is hardly affected by the
low forces of the wind. This is due the density of the solid ρs being much higher than the
density of the fluid ρf . One speaks of a small ‘added-mass’, i.e., the mass of fluid which
is accelerated by the structure.

Because of the domination from one side, it is sufficient to map data only once at
each time-step. In other words, the solvers calculate new information solely based on the
values at the previous time-step without iterations. Hence these methods are being called
explicit methods.

Algorithm 5.1: Parallel explicit coupling

Solve sn+1 = F(dn)
Solve dn+1 = S(sn)
Advance to time-step n+ 1

dn dn+1

sn sn+1

S(sn)

F(dn)

Two main strategies exist in this aspect. The first scheme solves both equations (5.2)
and (5.3) parallel and at the end of each step exchanges data between the solvers, see
algorithm 5.1.

Remark 2. In all the diagrams next to the algorithms, each node represents the data

calculated up until a certain time-step n by the solver S or F , using the values send

by the arrow. All the nodes thus represent the status of the structure (above) and the

fluid (below).

Secondly it is possible to perform a serial scheme, solving first for the dominant physics
of the FSI system, then mapping data to the second solver to solve this afterwards. A
basic algorithm is given in algorithm 5.2.

Algorithm 5.2: Serial explicit coupling

Solve sn+1 = F(dn)
Solve dn+1 = S(sn+1)
Advance to time-step n+ 1

dn dn+1

sn sn+1

S(sn+1)

F(dn)

Such explicit methods are easy to implement and very efficient as they have nearly
no loss in calculation time in the coupling. However, one has to keep in mind that this
is only valid for loosely-coupled systems. The equilibrium equations (3.11) and (3.12) are
not exactly satisfied, which means restrictions are put on the time-step to have stable
coupling. If added-mass is large in the system, this is not satisfactory, meaning that
within each time-step multiple iterations are needed. Algorithms for loosely-coupled
systems have been shown to suffer from poor convergence and instabilities with strong
interaction [5, 9].

5.1.2 Implicit coupling

One speaks of implicit coupling if several sub-iterations are performed within a coupling
scheme in order advance a time-step. Especially for an FSI system in which both fluid
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Chapter 5. Coupling algorithms for FSI

and solid are heavily influenced by one another, it is important that both equations (5.2)
and (5.3) are satisfied well enough. Such FSI systems have a fluid density ρf and solid
density ρs comparable with each other, which means large added-mass. Having more
iterations to achieve a certain convergence measure makes implicit coupling more stable,
which implies that large time-steps can be used. Therefore, strongly-coupled cases thrive
by applying these schemes.

Algorithm 5.3: Jacobi Scheme

k = 0
s̃0 = F(d0) and d̃0 = S(s0)
r0 = d̃0 − d0

while ‖rk‖2 > ε0 do
dk+1 = d̃k and sk+1 = s̃k

s̃k+1 = F(dk+1) and d̃k+1 = S(sk+1)
rk+1 = d̃k+1 − dk+1

k = k + 1
end

Algorithm 5.4: Gauß-Seidel scheme

k = 0
d̃0 = S ◦F(d0)
r0 = d̃0 − d0

while ‖rk‖2 > ε0 do
dk+1 = dk + rk = d̃k

s̃k+1 = S ◦F(dk+1)
rk+1 = d̃k+1 − dk+1

k = k + 1
end

dn dn+1

sn sn+1

S(sn)

F(dn)

dn dn+1

sn sn+1

S(sn+1)

F(dn)

The most basic schemes are the equivalents of algorithms 5.1 and 5.2. They are called
the Jacobi (parallel) iterative scheme (algorithm 5.3) and the Gauß-Seidel (serial) iterative
scheme (algorithm 5.4). Due to usage of new data, Gauß-Seidel iterations are generally
assumed to perform better. In order to stabilize convergence more for the Gauß-Seidel
scheme, often an under-relaxation factor can ω can be used

dk+1 = dk + ωrk . (5.4)

This way, very large jumps in between steps are avoided, by tuning down the convergence
residuals. Convergence rates are are also decreased however. In order to keep conver-
gence rates optimal, a dynamically varying relaxation factor ωk can be opted for. Aitkens
under-relaxation scheme uses information based on the previous time-step to minimize
coupling iterations, it calculates ωk as follows

ωk = ωk−1

(
rk−1

)T (
rk − rk−1

)
(rk − rk−1)

T
(rk − rk−1)

. (5.5)

Although under-relaxation factors can be of great use, there have been many cases in
which bad convergence, or even no convergence has been observed for the Jacobi or the
Gauß-Seidel scheme. Especially for incompressible fluids these schemes tend to show
stability issues. To get more accuracy, derivatives F ′ and S ′ have to be used to achieve a
better than first order coupling. However, assuming F and S are black-box solvers, such
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5.2 IQN-ILS

solver-dependent characteristics can not be obtained, meaning approximations have to
be sought.

5.2 IQN-ILS

The Interface Quasi-Newton algorithm with an approximation for the Inverse of the Ja-
cobian from a Least-Squares model (IQN-ILS) calculates approximations of the Jacobians
by gradually building them based on residual data.

5.2.1 The algorithm

A first step, is to rewrite the FSI problem as a non-linear system of equations dependent
on the interface displacement

R(d) := S ◦F(d)− d = 0 . (5.6)

Equation (5.6) can be solved by means of the Newton-Raphson method.

Remark 3. In what follows, k denotes the Newton-Raphson iteration at time step n+1.

The indication of this time step n+ 1 is mostly omitted to avoid hard to read formulas,

so dk := dn+1,k. {
R′k∆dk = −rk , (5.7a)

dk+1 = dk + ∆dk , (5.7b)

where the residuals at iteration k are given by

rk = R(dk) = S ◦F(dk)− dk = d̃k − dk . (5.8)

The tilde is put on structure solver output because the input for the fluid solver is different
and thus making it easier to differentiate d̃k and dk further ahead. Furthermore R′k :=

R′(dk) is written, corresponding to the Jacobian matrix of R evaluated at dk.

Before starting the Newton-Raphson method however, usually an initial guess is calcu-
lated by means of an extrapolation method, such as the second-order accurate formula,

dn+1,0 =
5

2
dn − 2dn−1 +

1

2
dn−2 . (5.9)

Extrapolation formulas considering less previous time-steps are used for the first two time
steps.

As the Newton-Raphson method is an iterative method, convergence is achieved if
‖rk‖2 ≤ ε0, in which ε0 represents the convergence tolerance. Nonetheless, a straightfor-
ward method is not yet obtained; F and S are black-box solvers and thus the Jacobian
of R can not be exactly calculated in equation (5.7a). Hence an approximation R̂′ of the
Jacobian R′ is sought for, which means the method is Quasi-Newton. More correctly, as
will be shown later (due to being more advantageous in terms of memory and speed) the
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Chapter 5. Coupling algorithms for FSI

inverse of the Jacobian will be approximated, leading to

dk+1 = dk +
̂(
R′k

)−1
(−rk) . (5.10)

As is often the case, it is not necessary to calculate
̂(
R′k

)−1
explicitly, but we may

carry out the calculation of the matrix-vector product
̂(
R′k

)−1
(−rk) immediately. The

strategy in doing this is by building up information in each Quasi-Newton iteration. More
specifically each coupling iteration k, the structure solver output d̃k and the residual rk

are stored, and subtracted with their corresponding value at the previous time step. This
gives the following sets that grow with each coupling iteration

rk, rk−1, . . . , r1, r0 ∆rk−1:=rk−rk−1

−−−−−−−−−−−→ ∆rk−1,∆rk−2, . . . ,∆r1,∆r0 , (5.11)

d̃k, d̃k−1, . . . , d̃1, d̃0 −−−−−−−−−−−→
∆d̃k−1:=d̃k−d̃k−1

∆d̃k−1,∆d̃k−2, . . . ,∆d̃1,∆d̃0 . (5.12)

Each of the newly formed sets are put together to form the matrices

Vk =
[
∆rk−1 ∆rk−2 . . . ∆r1 ∆r0

]
, (5.13)

and
Wk =

[
∆d̃k−1 ∆d̃k−2 . . . ∆d̃1 ∆d̃0

]
. (5.14)

Consecutive time steps often show very similar behaviour. Hence previous time-steps can
be used; Vk and Wk are combined with q earlier corresponding matrices (if they exist),
giving

Vk =
[
Vk Vn . . . Vn−q+2 Vn−q+1

]
, (5.15)

and
Wk =

[
Wk Wn . . . Wn−q+2 Wn−q+1

]
. (5.16)

As mentioned by Degroote [11], coupling iterations are remarkably accelerated by using
previous time steps.

Denote the amount of rows and columns of Vk and Wk by u and v. Usually the v ≤ u,
but it can occur due to usage of q previous time steps that v has to be limited to u by
removing columns from the right.

The vector −rk in equation (5.7a) can be seen as the difference between the desired
residual 0 and the one obtained at the current coupling iteration rk, which will be defined
as ∆r := 0 − rk. This vector is approximated as a linear combination in the ∆ri (i =

0, . . . , k − 1):
∆r ≈ Vkck , (5.17)

where ck ∈ Rv×1 represent the coefficients in the decomposition. Due to generally having
v ≤ u, an overdetermined system of equations has to be solved. This can be done by the
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5.2 IQN-ILS

least-squares solution using the normal equations

ck =
(
VkTVk

)−1
VkT∆r . (5.18)

Although this formula seems fairly straightforward, it is not used due to increasing insta-
bility for increasing values of v, the amount of columns of Vk. Since usage of previous
time steps means more columns, this encourages instability even more. Henceforth a
QR-decomposition method is used on the basis of Householder transformations

Vk = QkRk , (5.19)

in which Qk ∈ Ru×v is orthogonal and Rk ∈ Rv×v is upper triangular. Every coupling
iteration k, this decomposition has to be recalculated. The computational burden however
is much lower generally compared to those of F and S. Next, the coefficient vector ck is
computed from the triangular system

Rkck = QkT∆r , (5.20)

using back substitution.

Remark 4. Solving the system with back substitution can only be performed if none of

the diagonal elements of Rk are (almost) zero. Therefore corresponding rows in Vk and

Wk have to be removed. Afterwards the QR-decomposition is executed again. This

procedure is repeated until no (nearly zero) elements are left.

In an analogous manner to equation (5.17), the ∆d̃ corresponding to ∆r is calculated,

∆d̃ = Wkck . (5.21)

Using the fact that rk = d̃k − dk, it follows that

∆r = ∆d̃−∆d . (5.22)

Thus, substituting (5.21) into the previous formula gives

∆d = Wkck −∆r . (5.23)

As ck is calculated from ∆r, (5.23) can be seen as a way to approximate the matrix-
vector product consisting of the approximation of the inverse of the Jacobian and ∆r, in
summary

∆d =
̂(
R′k

)−1
∆r = Wkck + rk . (5.24)

Since the method is especially designed for having v ≤ u columns in Vk, the amount of
storage in calculating this matrix-vector product is u × v instead of u2, hence speeding
up the coupling significantly. The IQN-ILS method is described in Algorithm 5.5 on p.41.
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5.2.2 Investigation of adaptations

As part of the research objectives, if possible, an upgrade of the IQN-ILS method is sought
to reduce the amount of coupling iterations as much as possible. The reasoning behind
this is that solvers F (mostly this one) and S are the most expensive in one iteration, and
thus even having one iteration less on average would already be very beneficial.

Extensive investigation has been reported in [11] (Degroote) in order to draw out the
maximum potential of the algorithm. A short summary of the investigated parts include

� use of a fixed reference (i = 0, . . . , k − 1):

∆ri := ri+1 − r0 ,

∆ri := ri − rk ,

instead of using subsequent coupling iterations ∆rk−1 := rk − rk−1. Numerical ex-
periments show convergence of the Newton-Raphson coupling is similar. Moreover,
subsequent iterations allow for an easier comparison with Aitken relaxation;

� updating Vk and Wk by adding new columns from the right. Numerical experiments
from the past have shown faster convergence by adding from the left, hence this is
not done;

� calculating
̂(
R′k

)−1
explicitly instead of directly as a matrix-vector product. De-

pending on the software, users sometimes have the option to specify this option.
In general it is preferred to not do this if the specific matrix is not requested for
post-processing are other practices, as more calculations are needed in total;

� calculating R′k with a finite difference approximation or solving (5.7a) by means of
a matrix-free Krylov solver. These methods request multiple evaluation of the black-
box solver R within each Nexton iteration, compared with IQN-ILS needing only a
single evaluation. Consequently these methods are very expensive in practice;

� secant methods, rank-one update methods, rank-two update methods, Broyden’s
method, Pearson’s method and other mathematical-based methods are not preferred
as R′k most of the times must be symmetric positive definite, IQN-ILS is faster than
Broyden or any other column-update methods and IQN-ILS can be reformulated as
rank-one update quasi-Newton method;

� using different decomposition than QR like SVD does not show significant improve-
ment in efficiency.

Having this list, a lot of directions to seek further improvement are being removed. The
following suggestions have not been mentioned yet however, and can potentially provide
this improvement.
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5.3 Extrapolation methods

Generally the initial guess is now given by dn+1,0 = 5
2d

n − 2dn−1 + 1
2d

n−2, or a
lower/higher order accurate extrapolation. As FSI is relatively specific topic, a tailor-made
extrapolation for the FSI problem at hand might provide closer guesses each time-step
during a complete simulation, resulting in less amount of coupling iterations. Such an
idea is investigated in section 5.3.

Secondly, the use of a second order Newton iteration method (s.a. Euler-Chebyshev
method),

rk + R′k∆dk +
(

∆dk
)T

R′′k∆dk ,

in general provide very accurate solutions, as more information of the system is used
to gear fluid and solid behaviour to one another. Third order tensors like R′′k are very
expensive to calculate however. Moreover, due to the solvers F and S being black-box
solvers, it would take many computations in order to find an approximation of R′′k.
Hence further ideas are not be explored in this direction.

Algorithm 5.5: The interface quasi-Newton algorithm with an approximation for the inverse
of the Jacobian from a least-squares model (IQN-ILS)

k = 0
dn+1,0 = 5

2d
n − 2dn−1 + 1

2d
n−2 (d0 := dn+1,0)

d̃0 = S ◦F(d0)
r0 = d̃0 − d0

while ‖rk‖2 > ε0 do
if k = 0 and (q = 0 or n = 0) then

dk+1 = dk + ωrk

else
construct Vk and Wk as in eqs. (5.13), (5.14), (5.15) and (5.15)
calculate QR-decomposition Vk = QkRk

solve Rkck = −QkTrk

dk+1 = dk + Wkck + rk

end

d̃k+1 = S ◦F(dk+1)
rk+1 = d̃k+1 − dk+1

k = k + 1
end

5.3 Extrapolation methods

First a derivation is given of the second-order accurate extrapolation method (5.9). The
interface-displacement vector d is a solution vector obtained at each time-step n from
system (5.1). However, looking at this vector as continuous function d(t) in time, consec-
utive Taylor approximations can be applied with a perturbation of respectively ∆t, 2∆t
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and 3∆t, giving

−5dn = −5dn+1 + 5(d′)n+1∆t− 5

2
(d′′)n+1∆t2 −O(∆t3) , (5.25)

4dn−1 = 4dn+1 − 8(d′)n+1∆t+ 8(d′′)n+1∆t2 −O(∆t3) , (5.26)

−dn−2 = −dn+1 + 3(d′)n+1∆t− 9

2
(d′′)n+1∆t2 −O(∆t3) , (5.27)

in which (d′)n+1 denotes the interface velocity (for convenience not written with the letter
‘v’; v describes the flow velocity in the governing equations of the fluid in section 3.3 and
v in (5.1) denotes the flow variables in the discrete FSI problem) and (d′′)n+1 denotes
the interface acceleration. Henceforth adding the equations (5.25), (5.26) and (5.27) and
extracting dn+1 gives

dn+1
1 =

5

2
dn − 2dn−1 +

1

2
dn−2 +O(∆t2) , (5.28)

which is a second-order accurate time method. As mostly all FSI problems will be solved
on small time scales, it is assumed that (d′′)n+1 ≈ 0, this way the initial guess is obtained.

Another way of doing extrapolation is by using the unique interpolation function (for
example with the method of Lagrange) resulting from previously obtained data. This gives
the following formula

dn+1
2 = 3dn − 3dn−1 + dn−2 . (5.29)

This formula can also be derived from a Taylor approach, similar to eq. (5.9). The
derivation is given in Appendix B. The first extrapolation dn+1

1 bases its guess on a more
gradual weighting of the previous time-steps dn,dn−1 and dn−2, seemingly making it a
more reasonable approach at first hand. To get a more physical grasp of the difference
between them, they are compared mathematically. Writing the extrapolation (5.9) in
function of the other gives

dn+1
1 = dn+1

2 −
[

1

2
dn − dn−1 +

1

2
dn−2

]
(5.30)

= dn+1
2 − ∆t2

2

[
dn − 2dn−1 + dn−2

∆t2

]
(5.31)

= dn+1
2 − ∆t2

2

[
(d′′)n−1 +O(∆t2)

]
(5.32)

= dn+1
2 − ∆t2

2
(d′′)n−1 +O(∆t4) . (5.33)

This means that if the acceleration (d′′)n−1 is increasing at n − 1 that one should guess
lower for the displacement, and vice versa if the acceleration is decreasing.

However, the question that now arises is which one is more applicable in which sit-
uation, and whether there is a method that may just be preferred over the other one in
all cases. This will be investigated by a small experiment in Matlab. One period of a
discrete sinus-wave is perturbed at each point by a uniform, random value in [−σ, σ].
Next methods (5.9), (5.29) and the following extrapolation methods using four earlier
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time-steps,
dn+1 = 4dn − 6dn−1 + 4dn−2 − dn−3 , (5.34)

which is obtained for the interpolation polynomial using four points and is fourth-order
accurate in time, and

dn+1 =
1

35

[
104dn − 112dn−1 + 56dn−2 − 11dn−3

]
, (5.35)

which is obtained also by means of Taylor approximations and is third-order accurate,
are compared for σ ∈ {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}. This results in figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: Extrapolation methods test for σ = 0.1.
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Figure 5.2: Extrapolation methods test for σ = 0.01. Legend is given in figure 5.1.

Before making stating any conclusions, it is important to keep in mind that this is a
purely experimental case, and results are highly simplified compared to any other FSI
problem. From the above figures, there are two main conclusions that can be made

� Methods considering more previous data do not necessarily give more accurate data;

� Higher values of σ (more variation) seem to be predicted the best by Taylor-based
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Figure 5.3: Extrapolation methods test for σ = 0.001. Legend is given in figure 5.1

methods, and lower values of σ (less variation) best predicted by the interpolating
polynomials.

Although our first conclusion makes it seem as if methods using more past data are not
worth it to be considered, Sachs et al [38] performed an extrapolation study on the Turek
benchmark case [44] and concluded that using more past data for extrapolation of the
interface displacement can in fact speed up computations a lot. Therefore, other cases
(more realistic FSI cases) should still be considered to verify or restate any conclusions
and consequently develop/choose a wise extrapolation method.
However, from this already a suggestion for an improvement can be made. One possi-
bility would be to utilize a weighting parameter ωn+1 ∈ [0, 1] which describes the relative
variability of the data up to and including time tn; ωn+1 = 1 denotes heavy variability and
ωn+1 = 0 means a smooth curve. Then, an extrapolation could be

dn+1 = ωn+1dn+1
1 + (1− ωn+1)dn+1

2 (5.36)

= dn+1
2 − ωn+1

[
1

2
dn − dn−1 +

1

2
dn−2

]
. (5.37)

This way one would for example compensate for the initial variability in the displace-
ment generated by the Pressure Fluctuation Method (PFM) (section 6.3) and once a modal
frequency is reached, switch to having an extrapolation method suited for more smooth
displacements.

One of most important features w.r.t. designing such a weighting parameter ωn+1 is to do
it in a cheap and memory cost-effective way. For this reason, it is chosen that ωn+1 must
not depend on displacement data from time-steps (n− 3, n− 4, . . . ) before the ones being
used in the actual extrapolation method (5.36). This also makes sense as history depen-
dency of the interface-displacement is problem-dependent (strong or weak coupling). In
case of a PFM simulation, one could have a lot of variability at the start of the simulation
(due to effects of randomness in PFM), whereas after quite some time, there might be
smooth behaviour in the solid movement (e.g. reaching the modal frequency of a rod).
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Including too much data in ωn+1 would mean that variability at a certain time could be
corrupted, and hence over- or under-predicting the weighting.

Irrespective of the actual formula to model the variability, as described above, method
(5.36) suggests calculation of single scalar value ωn+1. Considering computationally
expensive problems, it is worth it to hypothetically examine the idea of using a vector
ωn+1, having a value for all degrees of freedom. There are two reasons for this:

1. High performance computing software often prefers usage of distributed vectors,
i.e. all processors contain a piece of the displacement vector dn. Hence, extra
communication between the processors will be added in order to obtain a single
value ωn+1.

2. Structural equations are often accompanied with restrictive movement at the bor-
ders or in a specific direction. They are exactly specified, often very smooth in
nature. If ωn+1 ≈ 1, then regardless of these constraints, heavy variability is as-
sumed.

Based on the above, in this thesis a vectorized version will be implemented, reformu-
lating eq. (5.36) as

dn+1 = ωn+1 � dn+1
1 + (1− ωn+1)� dn+1

2 , (5.38)

in which � represents the Hadamard product, also known as element-wise vector mul-
tiplication. It is very important to keep in mind that this extrapolation method can only
be beneficial for computationally expensive simulations. Using an element-wise operator
introduces O(u) extra computations (u as in section 5.2).

Taking a look at figure 5.1, one sees the variability is associated with the actual data
dn differing much from the extrapolation guesses gn that were made before. Henceforth,
for each degree of freedom i ∈ {1, . . . , u}, the distance between those two |gni − dni |
is incorporated in ωn+1

i . Moreover, due to the constraint ωn+1
i ∈ [0, 1], some type of

normalization must be applied. All of the previous leads to the following definition

ωn+1
i :=

|gni − dni |
|gni − dni |+ |gni − d

n−1
i |

. (5.39)

In figure 5.4 supportive simplifications of data sets with guesses are given to display the
behaviour of the weighting function given in eq. (5.39). In case the variability is large,
ωn+1
i goes to one, and if this is not the case, then ωn+1

i tends to go towards zero. Thus
ωn+1
i ∈ [0, 1] and varies between the extrapolations dn+1

1 and dn+1
2 in the correct manner

according the variability of the displacements.
Similarly as before, a small test is performed in Matlab in order to get a taste of the
efficiency of the suggested extrapolation (5.38). Because solely a new method is described
using three past time-steps, namely n − 2, n − 1 and n, extrapolations (5.34) and (5.35)
are left out (they use four time-steps). In the following, the new extrapolation’s results
are denoted by the subscript ‘new’, e.g. dn+1

new . As before, a subscript 1 refers to eq. (5.9)
and a subscript 2 refers to eq. (5.29).
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Actual data point
Initial guess point

ωn+1
i ≈ 1 ωn+1

i ≈ 0

Figure 5.4: An explanatory example of data points showing the behaviour of the weighting
function (5.39). On the left it can be seen that if the difference between the guessed value
and the actual displacement is large, which denotes much variability, the weighting leans
towards one. On the other hand, if the values are close, there is nearly no variability and
thus the weighting approaches zero.

The sine waves A sin x + σ · rand (−1, 1) are used as a first attempt, in which x has N
points. Combinations of different parameter values are chosen:

� N =
[
20 40 60 80

]
;

� A =
[
1 2 3 4 5

]
;

� σ =
[
0.1 0.01 0.001

]
.

For all of the settings s (specific set of N,A and σ) and extrapolations ∗ considered, an
error value ejs,∗ =

∑N
n=4 ‖gn∗ − dn∗‖ is calculated, where j denotes that this specific setting

is examined for I iterations. The mean error es,∗ =
[∑I

j=1 e
j
s,∗

]
/I is thereafter extracted.

In the experiment performed in Matlab I = 10000.
In order to get a final error, the sum will be taken over all settings. Before doing such a
summation, the mean errors es,∗ will be normalized according to

ēs,∗ =
es,∗

max
∗
{es,∗}

, (5.40)

allocating equal significance to all different settings. For example, having extrapolations in
the order (5.9), (5.29) and (5.36) with specific error values es,∗ the normalization proceeds
gives the values ēs,∗

0.0262 0.0226 0.0222→ 1.0000 0.8604 0.8466 (5.41)

Next, summing these values gives the final error

E∗ =
∑
s

ēs,∗ . (5.42)
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For the values of N,A and σ given above, this means the total value for a certain extrap-
olation method is 60. Performing all the above steps results in table 5.1.

E1 E2 Enew

Error sum 54.2850 45.1528 42.5963

Table 5.1: The resulting errors (5.42) of the extrapolations (5.9), (5.29) and (5.36) resulting
from the data A sin x + σ · rand (−1, 1) (x having N points) are calculated for values N =
[20 40 60 80], A = [1 2 3 4 5] and σ = [0.1 0.01 0.001].

From the results obtained it can be noticed that there is a lot of potential in the new
extrapolation method (5.36). However, as mentioned before w.r.t. more past data in
extrapolation methods, other cases should still be considered since the case investigated
is very simplified compared to general FSI problems.

5.4 Manifold Mapping

The idea of utilising a different extrapolation method in order to have a better initial
guess brings up the question if fluid and structure properties (such as viscosity ν and the
modulus of elasticity E) can be of any help in order to devise a smart “FSI-extrapolation”.
Implicitly this is already being done in equation (5.9). Namely, as can be seen in the
derivation via Taylor expansions in equations (5.25), (5.26) and (5.27), the velocity d′ of
the interface-displacement d is involved.

Explicitly however, this would come down to solving (very) simplified equations of both
the fluid and structure. As the extrapolation step is seen as a preparatory step before
actually solving the FSI problem at the current time step, it is of good practice to keep
both parts separated.

Consequently it makes sense to solve a simplified model within the actual coupling al-
gorithm. One of such methods is called the Manifold Mapping algorithm, which originates
from multi-fidelity optimization [15], and has been applied in an FSI simulation context by
Blom et al [6]. In order to realize the application of optimization-based algorithms the non-
linear problem (5.6) is rewritten as d∗ = arg min

d
‖R(d)‖2 = arg min

d
‖S ◦F(d)− d‖2. The

manifold mapping combines a computationally inexpensive low-fidelity fluid-structure in-
teraction model with a high-fidelity FSI model in order to accelerate the convergence of
the coupling iterations of the high-fidelity model.

In order to have a clear understanding of the Manifold Mapping algorithm, general
terminology is first used to shortly describe the vital concepts. Afterwards the problem
will be converted to an FSI problem.

5.4.1 General algorithm

The fine model is given by f : X ⊂ Rm → X evaluating x ∈ X the control variable of
the optimization problem. A fine model cost function F (x) := ‖f(x) − q‖ is defined to
represent the difference between the fine model output f(x) and a design specification q.
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Consequently the following problem is solved

x∗f = arg min
x∈X

‖f(x)− q‖ . (5.43)

The low-fidelity model being used as a surrogate evaluates a control variable z ∈ Z, where
Z ⊂ Rn and n ≤ m (preferably significantly smaller), given by cz : Z → Z. The major
trick of the manifold mapping algorithm then follows by solving the coarse model cz on
the fine data x. One achieves this by defining the analogous cost function for the coarse
model as C(x) := ‖p−1(cz(p(x))) − ql‖, in which p : X → Z maps the data between the
different models. Consequently one defines c(x) := p−1(cz(p(x))) on X, resulting into
the coarse model optimization problem

x∗c = arg min
x∈X

‖c(x)− ql‖ . (5.44)

The vector ql represents the design specification of the coarse model at iteration l. Indeed,
the minimization process of the fine model is an iterative process in which ql is updated.
The mappings p and p−1 are obtained by means of radial basis function interpolation.
However, due to them being incorporated in c(x), these will be implicitly assumed for
clarity, and thus not further mentioned.

The question remaining is how to iteratively update the design specification ql of
the coarse model. In order to achieve this, the manifold mapping defines a mapping
S : c(X) → f(X) to correct the coarse model for misalignment compared to the fine
model. S is defined as the function mapping c(x∗f ) onto f(x∗f ), and the tangent plane
for c(X) at c(x∗f ) onto the tangent plane for f(X) at f(x∗f ). Hence the following affine
function mapping is obtained

S [c(x)] = f(x∗f ) + S̄
(
c(x)− c(x∗f )

)
with S̄ := Jf (x∗f )Jc

†(x∗f ) , (5.45)

where Jf represents the Jacobian of the fine model and Jc represents the Jacobian of the
coarse model. The dagger symbol † indicates a pseudo-inverse. This alignment mapping
S has the property that again the following holds (locally, see Lemma 3 in [15])

x∗f = arg min
x∈X

‖S [c(x)]− q‖ . (5.46)

Moreover, if ‖f(x)− q‖ is locally convex at x∗f , then also ‖S [c(x)]− q‖ is assumed to be
locally convex at x∗f . Hence one can apply the pseudo-inverse to eq. (5.46) and write

x∗f = arg min
x∈X

‖c(x)−
[
c(x∗f )− S̄†

(
f(x∗f )− q

)]
‖ . (5.47)

As x∗f is the unknown value to be searched for, the norm above will be solved several
times in an iterative process. This results in

xl+1 = arg min
x∈X

‖c(x)− ql‖ , (5.48)
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where ql := c(xl)− S̄†
(
f(xl)− q

)
and S̄† evaluated at xl.

5.4.2 FSI context

Rephrasing the manifold mapping according to an FSI problem, the dimension of the
design space X is equal to the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) at the fine fluid-
structure interface. Hence d ∈ D is written to describe the interface displacement. In
what follows, as before, subscript c refers to the coarse model, and the subscript f
referring to the fine model is dropped to signify that this is the actual model. This gives

f(x)↔R(d) & q = 0 , (5.49)

c(x)↔Rc(d) := p−1 (Sc ◦Fc(p(d))− p(d)) & ql 6= 0 , (5.50)

in which x ∈ X and d ∈ D with D ⊂ Ru×1 (u again the DOF as in section 5.2). Now
the mapping S : Rc(D) → R(D) is used to correct the coarse model for misalignment
compared to the fine FSI model, changing eq. (5.46) into

d∗ = arg min
d∈D

‖S [Rc(d)] ‖ , (5.51)

where

S [Rc(d)] = R(d∗) + S̄ (Rc(d)−Rc(d∗)) and S̄ := R′(d∗)R′c
†
(d∗) , (5.52)

Similar as in section 5.2 R′ represents the Jacobian. Define rl := R(dl) and rlc :=

Rc(dl), then eq. (5.48) rephrases as

dl+1 = arg min
d∈D

‖Rc(d)− rlc + S̄†rl‖ . (5.53)

However, the Jacobians used in S̄† are not known, as the fluid and solid solvers of the
coarse and fine models are considered to be black-box functions. For this reason S̄† is
approximated by a sequence Tl, leading to the optimization problem d

l+1 = arg min
d∈D

‖Rc(d)− ql‖ , (5.54a)

ql = rlc −Tlrl . (5.54b)

The calculations of Tl are performed following a similar approach as the calculation of
the Jacobian in the IQN-ILS method. For i = 0, . . . , l − 1 , the differences ∆ri := rl − ri

are defined (using a fixed-reference), and thereupon merged into the matrices

Fl =
[
∆rl−1 ∆rl−2 . . . ∆r1 ∆r0

]
, (5.55)

and
Cl =

[
∆rl−1

c ∆rl−2
c . . . ∆r1

c ∆r0
c

]
. (5.56)
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Similar as in the IQN-ILS algorithm it is beneficial to reduce the amount of fine model
evaluations by including information from q (not the design specification q) previous time
steps as in equations (5.15) and (5.16), resulting in matrices

Fl =
[
Fl Fn . . . Fn−q+2 Fn−q+1

]
, (5.57)

and
Cl =

[
Cl Cn . . . Cn−q+2 Cn−q+1

]
. (5.58)

Denote the amount of rows and columns of Fl and Cl by u and v. Due to the usage of
q previous time steps, similarly as in IQN-ILS, it may occur that v has to be limited to u
removing columns from the right. Once the matrices are obtained, their singular value
decompositions Fl = UfΣfVf

T and Cl = UcΣcVc
T are calculated.

A desirable property in choosing the way Tl is calculated would then be that liml→∞Tl =

R′c(d∗)R′†(d∗). Echeverría proves in [15] that under certain assumptions this holds for
the obvious choice of Tl = Cl

(
Fl
)†. Furthermore, the manifold mapping can be based on

any matrix S̄ for which it holds that R′c
†
(d∗)S̄† = R′†(d∗). This leads to a more general

matrix S̄ := R′(d∗)R′c
†
(d∗) +

(
I −UcUc

T
)
A to be approximated, in which A can be

any u × u matrix. The particular cases A =
(
I −UfUf

T
)

and A = I are mentioned in
[15] to be stabilizing the manifold mapping algorithm considerably. The former is chosen
by Blom et al [6] such that more information from the fine model is included, leading to
the approximation matrices

Tl = Cl
(
Fl
)†

+
(
I −UcUc

T
) (
I −UfUf

T
)
. (5.59)

Within each Manifold Mapping iteration the coarse model optimization (5.54a) has to be
performed. Rewriting this problem into a non-linear system of equations

Rc(d) = Sc ◦Fc(d)− d = ql , (5.60)

shows that this problem can be solved by any other single-level method existing. Hence,
often the previously described IQN-ILS Algorithm 5.5 is preferred. The complete manifold
mapping applied in an FSI context is given in Algorithm 5.6.
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Algorithm 5.6: The manifold mapping (MM) algorithm

l = 0
dn+1,0 = 5

2d
n − 2dn−1 + 1

2d
n−2 (d0 := dn+1,0)

r0 = R(d0)
if q = 0 or n = 0 then

T0 = I
else

construct Tl as in eq. (5.59)
end
for l = 0 to lmax do

if l = 0 and (q = 0 or n = 0) then
dl+1 = dl + ωrl

else
ql = rlc −Tlrl

dl+1 = arg min
d∈D

‖Rc(d)− ql‖

end
rl+1 = R(dl+1)
if ‖rl+1‖2 ≤ ε0 then

break
end
construct Fl+1 and Cl+1 as in eqs. (5.55), (5.56), (5.57) and (5.58)
calculate singular value decomposition Fl+1 = UfΣfVf

T

calculate singular value decomposition Cl+1 = UcΣcVc
T

update Tl+1 = Cl+1
(
Fl+1

)†
+
(
I −UcUc

T
) (
I −UfUf

T
)

l = l + 1
end
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Chapter 6

Efficient modelling of fluid behaviour

T he development of high-fidelity approaches to model fluid behaviour has been an
important topic for several years already as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

as subject exists longer than Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI). FSI being a combination of
CFD and Computational Solid Mechanics (CSM) is at least as involved computationally.
High-end CFD methods are therefore inherited to perform efficient FSI.

These methods under consideration mostly arise from the quest for efficient modelling
of turbulence. Hence a short description is given of ways to achieve this. Also an effi-
cient calculation procedure, called the PIMPLE algorithm, for solving the Navier-Stokes
equations is given that stabilizes solutions and tries to minimize CPU time.

6.1 Turbulence modelling

The chaotic disturbances in a fluid, seemingly having random behaviour are what is
classified as turbulence. Most fluid flows in nature are turbulent in nature, making it very
interesting to study. Aside from having interest in turbulence due to it being an intriguing
feature of nature, it also important to understand it for many engineering applications as it
induces a higher diffusivity and enhanced energy dissipation. Understanding turbulence
is very difficult however, as it is non-repeatable and has a large range of length and time
scales at which eddies develop. These scales vary from the smallest scales (Kolmogorov
scales) to the largest scales, having eddies with a size comparable with the geometry, and
the range of scales increase with Reynolds number.

Over the past two centuries small bits were discovered by the likes of many great
physicists; a brief history is given in [31]. These developments can be divided into three
movements, the statistical, structural and deterministic movement. The statistical view-
point was motivated along the idea that the complex structure is completely random,
leading to a separation of the mean flow and the fluctuation components. Experiments in
the past revealed specific coherent structures and correlation between spatial and tempo-
ral positions, which lead to the thought of turbulence not being completely random. This
was the origin of the structural movement. The last deterministic movement started later
as researchers were incapable of solving the Navier-Stokes equations directly. Only for a
few decades one has been able to retrieve complex flow patterns of turbulence to study
the behaviour under different conditions.
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In general, three major methods are classified to solve fluid dynamics; Direct Numeri-
cal Simulation (DNS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS). The DNS approach solves the Navier-Stokes equations directly and thus can give
very accurate results, describing complex behaviour in all scales. The demands for a
proper DNS simulation are very strict, requesting very fine grids and small time-steps
in order to resolve small eddies. DNS simulations are therefore mostly used to create
benchmark data for validating cheaper methods, as it is very expensive computationally.
One step towards cheaper simulation is by solving the large eddies exactly and modelling
smaller scales, hence the name being Large Eddy Simulation. The largest eddies are often
generated or influenced by the domain, and thus these can be resolved by the mesh itself.
Smaller eddies tend to become isotropic in nature and are therefore easier to model. Along
the statistical movement, as said before, the idea is to model the total turbulent behaviour
as a sum of an averaged flow and its fluctuations components. Reynolds Averaged Navier-
Stokes does this, making it a very efficient method. Because all simulations in this work
are performed in a U-RANS approach, the strategy of RANS is shortly explained.

Any fluid characteristic, such as velocity and pressure show fluctuations in turbulent
flow. This makes it possible to separate the general physical property f into its mean
behaviour f and the fluctuating components f ′ as

f(x, t) = f(x, t) + f ′(x, t) , (6.1)

which is called the Reynolds decomposition. Different averaging procedures have been
introduced in order to achieve this, namely

� Time averaging: f(x)T = limT→∞
1
T

∫ t+T
t f(x, t) dt, suitable for statistically station-

ary turbulence. It is important to note T must be large enough compared to the
time scale of the fluctuations f ′, hence T going to infinity;

� Spatial averaging: f(t)Ω = lim|ω|→∞
1
|Ω|
∫

Ω f(x, t) dΩ, suitable for homogeneous
flows;

� Ensemble averaging: f(x, t)E = limN→∞
1
N

∑N
n=1 fn(x, t), this is the most general

method with N identical experiments.

As it is very convenient for derivation of the RANS equations, the time averaging procedure
is utilized. For stationary or homogeneous turbulent flows, all three averaging procedures
give the same results according to the ergodic hypothesis, and thus this does not confine
the analysis to a specific case. In chapter 9 of [18], the Reynolds time-averaging procedure
is completely detailed, leading to the following adapted conservation of mass (cf. eq. (3.7a))

∇ · v = 0 (6.2)

and using ∇· (v⊗v) = v(∇·v) +v ·∇v in order to return to a more general formulation,
the adapted conservation of formulation (cf. eq. (3.7b))

∂v

∂t
+∇ · (v ⊗ v)− ν∇2v = − 1

ρ0
∇p+ gf −∇ · (v′ ⊗ v′) . (6.3)
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Two important terms are detailed, namely the the time derivative ∂v/∂t and the additional
term ∇ · (v′ ⊗ v′).

In essence the time averaging procedure removes time dependence, thus the velocity
is independent of time in eq. (6.3) v = v(x). In most modern practical formulations
the ∂v/∂t is included to obtain a time varying mean flow result. McDonough ([31],
subsection 2.1.2) describes the most-widely used arguments supporting retention of the
time derivative. One speaks of Unsteady RANS (U-RANS); for small time-steps, unsteady
behaviour of mean quantities can be captured. U-RANS methods are extensively being
used for industrial applications as they are relatively cheap for computing turbulent fluid
flows. However, lack of knowledge in the fluctuating components of velocity and pressure
come at a cost.

There is only one additional term in (6.3) compared to the original equation, namely
the divergence of τt := −v′ ⊗ v′. The term τt is named the Reynolds stress tensor, as it
acts as a supplementary stress term. In total there are thus more unknown quantities
compared to the instantaneous equations, but the same amount of equations, which
means that there is a closure problem. In order to close the system and solve the system,
one thus has to add more equations. Up till to today, the exact equations are not yet
known, meaning they have to be approximated by turbulence models. These turbulence
models define the Reynolds stress tensor to be a function of known variables. Several
different theories exist, the most applied hypothesis is the Boussinesq approximation.
Joseph Boussinesq suggested that turbulence of a flow is associated with a higher fluid
viscosity; increasing turbulence causes fluid flows to become more irregular, having more
eddies on different scales, and thus leading to easier dissipation of properties such as
heat. Practically one can achieve such behaviour by increasing the kinematic viscosity ν.
Such an increase is accounted for by a new term called the eddy or turbulent viscosity νt

by approximating the Reynolds stress tensor as

τt = νt
(
∇v +∇vT

)
− 2

3
kI , (6.4)

in which the term k = 1
2v′ · v′ is the turbulent kinetic energy. This again introduces the

unknowns νt and k. The k − ε model by Jones and Launder [21] calculates these values
by modelling the transport behaviour of the turbulent kinetic energy k and the energy
dissipation rate ε according to

νt = Cµ
k2

ε
, (6.5)

where Cµ = 0.09 is an experimentally obtained constant. The exact formulation of the
system to be solved is given in [31]. The k − ε model is very popular for usage in high
Reynolds flows, but performs less well near walls. Therefore usually it is accompanied by
wall-functions. A small adaptation leads to the k − ω model (Wilcox [47]). In this model
turbulent viscosity is expressed as

νt = Cµ
k

ω
and ω =

ε

k
, (6.6)
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ω being the specific rate of dissipation. The advantage is that wall-functions are not
needed, but sudden gradient changes are more troublesome for this model. The turbu-
lence model put to use in this work is the k−ω SST model (Menter [30]), a mixture of the
two above, designed to combine the advantageous aspects of the previous models.

6.2 Wall modelling

As mentioned above, turbulence models make use of wall-functions. Semantically, it is
easy to deduce that these functions serve as a manner to approximate fluid behaviour
near structure walls. Many wall-functions exist and different formulas are implemented
amongst different software packages in order to describe to same physics. Therefore,
considering that wall-functions for the turbulence kinetic energy k and the specific rate
of dissipation ω are frequently being put to use in this work, a general description is given
below, encapsulating the basic concepts of wall modelling.

The additional stress tensor τt induces higher diffusivity, which leads to very different
behaviour compared with laminar flow. Figure 6.1 shows the difference in flow behaviour
for laminar and turbulent in a single duct.

Figure 6.1: Fluid velocity profiles in a duct for (a) laminar and (b) turbulent flow

From this it can be seen that the the wall shear stress τw is much higher in the turbulent
case, which is defined as

τw = µ
∂v

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=0

, (6.7)

in which µ the dynamic viscosity, v is flow velocity along the boundary and y is the
distance from the boundary. One can see that very close to the wall, the velocity profile
is nearly linear with distance y, and is dominated by viscosity, hence this is being called
the viscous sublayer. Towards the center of the duct, the velocity profile seems constant.
From perturbation theory, by means of the method of asymptotic expansions, it is known
that at least a third region having a different solution needs to be described. The specific
physical behaviour of the fluid in each region near the wall is what is called the law of

the wall, displayed in figure 6.2. Two dimensionless parameters are introduces to further
clarify the picture, y+ the dimensionless wall-distance and v+ the dimensionless velocity,
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defined as
y+ :=

yvt

ν
, and v+ :=

v

vt
, (6.8)

in which v denotes the characteristic velocity in the outer region and vt represents the
friction velocity in the viscous sublayer. One of the most remarkable aspect from this law,
is that purely on the basis of dimensional grounds it can be derived that these regions
are connected according to a logarithmic function

v+ = C1 log y+ + C2 , (6.9)

which is famously known as the ‘log-law’. The constants C1 and C2 are determined
from experimental data. It is remarked that in the figure a fourth buffer layer is shown,

Figure 6.2: Visualization of the law of the wall. A slightly different notation is used in this
figure, in which u+ = v+ [31].

connecting the viscous and the inertial sublayer. Having the knowledge on the behaviour
of the fluid at hand, it seems redundant to employ fine gridding required to capture
behaviour on the scales of the buffer layer and smaller. Wall-functions are empirical
relations that satisfy the physical behaviour near the walls. To this end, the first cell
center is placed in the inertial sublayer, where the log-law holds, setting the specific
velocity as a boundary condition at the outer edge of the buffer layer (or further) for the
empirical wall-functions.

It is important to assure that the mesh is not set up to have a first cell near the wall
within the buffer layer. As the friction velocity is defined by vt =

√
τw/ρ it is difficult in

practice to achieve this exactly, due to τw, vt and thus y+ being values that need to be
calculated on the fly. Consequently, usually a first guess of the off-the-wall distance of
the nearest cell is made, that is at y+ ≈ 60 at least. During simulation these assumptions
are checked.

The exact empirical wall-functions are simplified model equations (for example from
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the k−ω SST turbulence model) in the viscous and inertial sublayer (logarithmic region).
This way a solution ω+

vis and ω+
log can be obtained for the dimensionless specific rate of

dissipation. The behaviour in the buffer layer is then approximated for example by taking
the euclidean norm

ω+ =
√

(ω+
vis)2 + (ω+

log)2 (6.10)

In [28], a thorough description is given of how wall-functions are implemented in Open-
FOAM.

6.3 Pressure Fluctuation Model

Due to the efficient manner in which U-RANS approaches can describe average behaviour
of fluid flow, U-RANS models are widely being put to use in the industries. The U-
RANS model sacrifices the knowledge of fluctuation flow variables such as the turbulent
velocities v′ and the fluctuating pressures p′. In order to describe turbulence-induced vi-
brations of nuclear reactor components, Kottapalli [27] integrated a Pressure Fluctuation
Model (PFM) in NRG-FSIFOAM during the task of his Master thesis project. Figure 6.3
displays the workings of the PFM model in a flowchart, encircled by the dashed line. It
can be seen that the PFM serves as an additional algorithm to the U-RANS solver in the
complete FSI software package.

U-RANS flow solver

Stochastic model

Velocity fluctuation

Poisson equation
for the pressure

Random value
generator

Pressure force =
∫

(p + p′) dA

Structure solver

v, p, ε, k
σn, ψn

kn,uc, ũn

v′

p′

Figure 6.3: Diagram of U-RANS with the Pressure Fluctuation Model in a general FSI
software package.

Following the flowchart, the fluctuating velocity vector

v′(x, t) =

N∑
n=1

ũn cos (kn · (x− tuc) + ψn + ωnt)σn , (6.11)

is calculated on the basis of random variables and the output of the U-RANS solver. In
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equation (6.11), ũn is the amplitude, ψn is the phase and σn is the unit direction vector
of the nth mode associated with the wave vector kn, ωn is the characteristic angular
frequency and uc is the convection velocity respectively. As can be seen, the range of
eddies in the turbulent field, which is continuous, is discretized into a chosen amount
of modes. More specifically a Fourier discretization is chosen, as this fits well to the
naturally periodic behaviour of eddies.

On the basis of random number generators, σn (and thus kn) and the phase ψn are
calculated. Once these have been obtained, the energy spectrum with respect to all the
modes n is determined. From the amount energy the different eddies carry, the magnitude
of fluctuation ũn can readily be obtained. These elements form the building blocks of the
fluctuations velocity v′. At last, using the Poisson equation for pressure, this velocity is
translated to a fluctuating pressure p′ that is added to the mean pressure p in order to be
imposed on the in the interface of the structure. A more thorough description of U-RANS
coupled with PFM can be found in chapter 5 in Kottapalli’s thesis [27].

6.4 PIMPLE algorithm

The governing incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (3.8a, conservation of mass) and
(3.8b, conservation of momentum) have four unknowns, namely the velocity v in all
three directions and the pressure p. As the conservation of mass does not contain the
pressure, a trick must be used to solve the momentum equation. This is also known as
the pressure-momentum coupling problem.

By applying the divergence operator and the conservation of mass in a witty manner,
several terms can be scrapped, giving the Poisson equation for the pressure p (this same
equation is used in the PFM algorithm). Now having these new equations, the requested
variables can be found by sequentially solving them. Strategically, pressure-momentum
coupling algorithms have been designed to assure conservation of mass and momentum
in a stable and efficient manner. Under these the SIMPLE, PISO and PIMPLE algorithms are
the most well known:

� SIMPLE [35] — Semi-Implicit-Method-Of-Pressure-Linked-Equations, is an algorithm
being put to use for steady-state simulations. It is slower in general, as each value
v or p is under-relaxated before being used as input. A major advantage is that it
can run simulations in a stable manner for Courant numbers larger than one;

� PISO [20] — Pressure-Implicit-Split-Operator, is a faster algorithm used for transient
application. The velocity is calculated once by means of the momentum equations
and under-relaxation is not applied. Its biggest disadvantage it that it can only
run stable for low Courant numbers, meaning that restrictions have to be put on
meshes and/or time-steps in order to have stable simulations.

� PIMPLE — merged SIMPLE-PISO, tries to combine best of both worlds. This allows for
more stable transient simulations with a larger time-step.
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Chapter 6. Efficient modelling of fluid behaviour

The general mechanism goes as follows. Firstly the algorithms semi-discretize the mo-
mentum equation (ALE formulation)

∂v

∂t
+ (c · ∇) v − ν∇2v = − 1

ρ0
∇p+ gf , (6.12)

in time, resulting in a matrix equation. The trick of the PIMPLE algorithm is splitting the
matrix up to its diagonal and non-diagonal parts and extracting v (semi-discrete solution)
to obtain (ρ0 and gf are left out for simplicity)

[vEqn] = −∇p ,

Av = −∇p+ H(v) ,

v =
H

A
− 1

A
∇p ,

(6.13)

which can be done since A is diagonal and contains non-zero elements. The last of these
equations is called ‘the momentum-corrector equation’. Next, the obtained values for the
velocity can then be filled in the previously obtained Poisson equation

∇ •
1

A
∇p = ∇ •

(
H

A

)
, (6.14)

which is used as corrector for the pressure. These new values for p at its turn are used to
correct v, looping until a certain tolerance is obtained. The overall structure of the PIMPLE

algorithm at each particular time-step is given in algorithm 6.1. Two major loops define
the PIMPLE algorithm; the outer loop, using n_oCorr iterations at maximum, solves the
actual momentum equation and has the second loop in each iteration, the second inner
loop uses the corrector equations for the momentum and the pressure. Similar as for the
SIMPLE algorithm, the velocity v and pressure p are under-relaxated.

Algorithm 6.1: PIMPLE algorithm

for oCorr = 0; oCorr < n_oCorr do
Solve momentum: [UEqn] = −∇p
relax U
for corr = 0; corr < nCorr do

Evaluate: H(U), A
Correct pressure: ∇ • 1

A∇p = ∇ •
(
H
A

)
relax p
Correct velocity: U = H

A −
1
A∇p

end
Correct turbulence parameters
relax turbulence parameters
Calculate RMS residual rRMS momentum equation
if rRMS < tolPIMPLE then

break
end

end
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Chapter 7

Comparison of impulse-forced and PFM-forced

FSI simulations

T his chapter assesses the developed FSI solver for its accuracy by examining flow-
induced vibrations (FIV) of different rod configurations in turbulent axial flow. A

single cylindrical bare rod is considered first, of which the geometry is provided by the
study of De Santis et al. [12, 13]. The dynamics of the single bare rod are investigated
by subjecting it through working fluid forces of water and liquid metal for different mesh
resolutions via an initial impulsive force and the pressure fluctuation model (PFM, see
section 6.3). In a similar fashion as in the paper of De Santis et al., accuracy of the
different numerical solvers is investigated through extraction of vibration frequencies
and damping ratios. Having this knowledge, analogously to the single bare rod case, a
helically wire-wrapped rod submerged in turbulent axial flow of water and liquid metal
is simulated. The geometrical set-up is also extracted from the study of De Santis et
al. By considering these case studies, both the accuracy of the NRG-FSIFOAM library,
as the potential of the PFM model to replicate realistic turbulent behaviour in nuclear
applications is examined.

7.1 Flow-Induced Vibrations of a bare rod

In this test case a single bare rod is submerged by water or lead-bismuth in axial flow to
examine the vibrational movement. These vibrations are created either by an impulsive
force at the center of the rod or either the PFM model. As is mentioned in chapter 2,
many different reactors types are being developed using liquid metals as a moderator.
Consequently, the density ratio of the solid and fluid ρs/ρf is small, and often lower
than one. Accordingly the added mass, being the mass of fluid which is accelerated by
the structure, is very large. Strong-coupling algorithms (see chapter 5) can thus not
be avoided. The bare rod case is therefore a useful test case to examine FSI-coupling
software. In the following parts, the complete description of the geometry, the mesh
models, the numerical considerations for running the fluid/solid solver and the results
with a discussion are given of solid-only and FSI simulations.
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Chapter 7. Comparison of impulse-forced and PFM-forced FSI simulations

7.1.1 Physical and Geometrical Properties

The considered solid is a uniform bare rod made out of stainless steel. It has the following
properties:

� L = 700 mm (Length);

� Ds = 6.55 mm (External diameter);

� t = 0.51 mm (Thickness);

� ρ = 7500 kg ·m−3 (Density);

� E = 200 GPa (Young’s modulus);

� ν = 0.3 (Poisson ratio).

The geometrical dimensions of the components are the same as those of the fuel rods
used in the test facility built at SCK-CEN to study flow-induced vibration of a cluster of
seven rods in liquid metal, with the diameter of the rods the same as that of the MYRHHA
reactor and the length half of the actual value.

The fluid domain is a cylindrical tube in which the rod is positioned at the center.
Geometrically it is described as:

� L = 700 mm (Length);

� Df = 42.6 mm (External diameter).

Both water (H20) and liquid metal lead-bismuth eutectic (PbBi) are considered to flow
through the axial direction. Water has a density ρH20 = 1000 kg · m−3 and dynamic
viscosity µH20 = 9.23 ·10−4 Pa ·s. For the second fluid these values become ρPbBi = 10364

kg ·m−3 and µPbBi = 1.938 · 10−3 Pa · s. In all of the cases, an inflow velocity of 2 m·s-1

is considered. These intrinsic variables induce a Reynolds number of ReH20 = 92308 and
RePbBi = 455631, based on the external diameter of the tube. Although actual applications
require higher fluid velocities, the current value induces sufficient turbulence to study
the frequencies of the bare rod.

7.1.2 Meshes and numerical considerations

Four different solid meshes are used to investigate accuracy of the NRG-FSIFOAM library.
Copied over from [13], the coarsest mesh is structured with 3 elements along the radial
direction and 36 along the angular direction, giving 108 quadrilateral cells. This mesh is
then extruded along the axial direction with 200 divisions. The cross-sectional mesh and
part of the axial grid are displayed in figure 7.1. In total the structured grid consists of
21600 elements. Apart from this mesh, two refinements (Mesh2 and Mesh3) and a con-
formal mesh for FSI (see further), named Mesh4, are used. The exact mesh specifications
are in table 7.1.
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7.1 Flow-Induced Vibrations of a bare rod

radial angular axial elements
Coarse 3 36 200 21600
Mesh2 5 48 400 96000
Mesh3 8 60 600 288000
Mesh4 3 80 400 96000

Table 7.1: Solid meshes to approximate the steel rod.

Figure 7.1: Cross-section (left) and first 30 elements out of 200 in the axial direction (right)
of the coarsest rod grid. In the radial direction there are 3 divisions and in the angular 36
divisions.

To study the frequency, the cylindrical rod ideally is perturbed by an impulsive force
applied at the center of the rod. However to make it computationally easier, this impulsive
force is approximated by the following function,

δF =

α · e−t
2/2σ2

, if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2.5 · 10−3,

0, otherwise,
(7.1)

with σ = 0.0007 fixed, α chosen after several tests to obtain a displacement that is
similar in magnitude to the STAR-CCM+ results of De Santis et al. The impulsive force
is applied in positive x- and y-direction. Practically, a patch from 310mm up to 410mm
is distinguished to evenly apply δF . An example of a rod mesh for solving the numerical
problem is displayed in figure 7.2. There are four physical surfaces defined on the rod,
namely, the inlet boundary (not visible), the free parts (yellow), the forced patch (cyan)
and the outlet boundary (red). These are defined for application of different boundary
conditions on different parts of the domain.

A linear elastic solver, implemented in the DEAL-II C++ library, is used to solve the
structural dynamics together with the theta-method as a time-marching scheme. As a
second-order implicit scheme has been used by De Santis et al., θ = 0.5 (Crank-Nicholson)
was preferred. However, Crank-Nicholson is known to show unstable behaviour, hence,
unless mentioned, θ = 0.6 is being used.

Two essentially different numerical fluid domains are considered, based on the off-the-
wall height of the first cell. For both water and PbBi flow a y+ ≈ 1 wall-resolved mesh and
a y+ ≈ 60 wall-function mesh are employed, all fully structured meshes of hexahedral
elements. The meshes being applied for water flow are visualized in figure 7.3 and the
complete cylindrical fluid domain is visualized in figure 7.4. It is worthwhile mentioning
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X

Y Z

Figure 7.2: A rod mesh considered for simulations. Different colors denote different physical
surfaces; the cyan color denotes the patch to which the function δF (7.1) is evenly applied,
the outlet boundary is red, the free parts are yellow and the inlet boundary is not visible.

Figure 7.3: Cross-section of the fluid meshes considered for the FSI simulations of a bare
rod in axial water flow. Off-the-wall heights of the first cell are specifically chosen s.t. a
y+ = 1 mesh (left) and a y+ = 60 mesh (right) are generated.

that different fluid meshes are used for water and PbBi flow. This is due to the fact that
both liquids give different Reynolds numbers for the same inlet velocity. The specific
mesh details are given below in table 7.2. Mesh4 in table 7.1 is indeed conformal to the
y+ ≈ 60 mesh for water flow, as both have 80 angular elements and 400 axial elements.
Meshes need to be sufficiently resolved in the normal direction towards the fluid-structure

mesh type radial angular axial elements

H2O
y+ ≈ 1 32 112 400 1433600
y+ ≈ 60 14 80 400 448000

PbBi
y+ ≈ 1 32 120 400 1536000
y+ ≈ 60 22 80 400 704000

Table 7.2: Numerical fluid domains (cylindrical tubes) considered for the FSI simulations of
a bare rod submerged by water and PbBi.

interface to prevent under-prediction of wall-shear stresses. Hence, wall-function models
are considered in the y+ ≈ 60 mesh. Wall-function meshes are usually opted for to
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7.1 Flow-Induced Vibrations of a bare rod

reduce computational costs. As mentioned, the Reynolds numbers for all cases are large
enough to have turbulence. The U-RANS approach with the k-ω SST turbulence model
(section 6.1) is adopted in order to solve for the unsteady turbulent flow. All governing
equations, i.e. the continuity, momentum and turbulence equations are discretized in
space with a second-order upwind scheme and discretized in time with the second-order
BDF-2 scheme. All fluid calculations are performed with the OpenFOAM library. For the
sake of reproduction, all exact spatial discretization methods are summarized in table
7.3.

Scheme
ddtSchemes BDF-2
gradSchemes Gauss linear
divSchemes Gauss linearUpwind Gauss linear
laplacianSchemes Gauss linear corrected
interpolationSchemes linear
snGradSchemes corrected

Table 7.3: Finite volume settings for the fluid solver OpenFOAM in the single bare rod case.

Inflow

External wall

Moving wall

Outflow

Figure 7.4: The cylindrical domain of the single bare rod case and an example solid mesh.

Mesh movement of the fluid domain is solved in the ALE formulation as described in
chapter 4 by means of thin plate spline RBFs. The preCICE coupling library connects both
the DEAL-II and the OpenFOAM solvers by means of the IQN-ILS algorithm (section 5.2)
using the second-order accurate extrapolation (5.9) as an initial guess. At maximum 60
coupling iterations are used together with reuse of 8 earlier time-steps in the calculation
of the approximation of the inverse Jacobian matrix.
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Variable t = 0 Inflow Outflow External wall Moving wall
v 0 [0, 0, 2] zero gradient slip structural velocity
p 0 zero gradient 0 zero gradient zero gradient
k 0.375 0.375 zero gradient slip kqRWallFunction
ω 559 559, lt = 2 mm zero gradient slip omegaWallFunction

Table 7.4: Boundary and initial condition settings for the OpenFOAM solver in case a
y+ ≈ 60 wall-function mesh is employed. The variable lt represents the turbulent length
scale which is being mentioned as the ‘turbulentMixingLenthFrequencyInlet’. In case a
y+ ≈ 1 wall-resolved mesh simulation is set-up, only the value k at the moving wall changes
to a uniform 1e-12 value. The units of all variables are respectively m ·s−1, m2 ·s−1, m2 ·s−1

and s−1 for v,p, k and ω.

7.1.3 Boundary and initial conditions

The inlet boundary of the solid mesh is assumed to be clamped, this means that the rod
is fixed in all directions and no movement is allowed. At the outlet, restricted movement
of the rod is allowed in the axial (z) direction, which means the right end of the rod is
pinned. In case an impulsive force is applied to the center of the rod, these forces are
translated as boundary conditions to a patch in the middle of the rod as can be seen in
figure 7.2. In summary this means for the rod displacement u := [ux, uy, uz] that

� Inlet: u(x, y, 0, t) = 0;

� Outlet: ux(x, y, L, t) = uz(x, y, L, t) = 0,

∀x, y and t > 0. The solid rod starts in the non-deformed positioning, meaning that
u(x, y, z, 0) = 0 for all x, y and z.

In table 7.4 all essential boundary and initial conditions for the fluid solver in order to
perform the bare rod FSI simulations for wall-function meshes (y+ ≈ 60) are described.
The only difference in the boundary conditions between the y+ ≈ 1 and y+ ≈ 60 meshes
lies in the use of wall-functions. At the moving wall only the value of the turbulent kinetic
energy k changes to a uniform value of 1e-12. The specific turbulent dissipation rate ω
still uses wall-function modelling, since ω increases exponentially towards the wall. This
way OpenFOAM allows users to model ω irrespective of the mesh resolution.

The inflow of the liquid is assumed to be fully turbulent in all different cases, having a
turbulent intensity TI = 25% and the turbulent length scale taken at lt = 2 mm. By filling
in these values in the following formulas k = 3

2(v̄ · TI)2 and ω = k1/2

C
1/4
µ lt

the values 0.375

and 559 in the table can be found, with v̄ = 2 the mean flow velocity and Cµ = 0.09 a
turbulence model constant. Many different variants, mostly scaled by different constants,
exist for the calculations of these values. It depends on the considered software which
ones to apply; in this case the used formulas are appropriate for the OpenFOAM solver.

The slip condition tries to resemble a rod being in an infinitely large fluid compound.
In figure 7.3 one can see application of the slip wall is reflected in the amount elements
near the outer wall. Using slip conditions, computationally cheaper problems are solved,
due to the absence of wall resolved parts in the mesh. More realistic boundary conditions
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7.1 Flow-Induced Vibrations of a bare rod

can be used, however a trade-off has to be made between computational expenses and
accuracy.

7.1.4 Solid-only results and discussion

In the following, all results from the solid domain are extracted for a center point on the
outer hull of the mesh; more specifically the point with coordinates x = −0.003275, y = 0

and z = 0.35. Since all points on the center of the mesh undergo a similar displacement,
one can assume this is an appropriate measure for the actual behaviour of the rod.

Firstly, a coarse mesh simulation of 200 time-steps with ∆t = 2.5·10−4 s is performed,
resulting in nearly 3 periods of oscillation in displacement. The time-step ∆t is chosen
so that the impulse function δF (7.1) is taken into account for a considerable amount of
time-steps, in this case 10. Next, solid-only simulations are again performed to take a
look at the influence of the mesh resolution in DEAL-II, using a time-step of ∆t = 10−4 s
for 400 iterations. In all performed simulations Crank-Nicholson (θ = 0.5) is used.

By means of a sine-fitting method in Matlab, the first 3 natural frequencies are calcu-
lated and compared to analytical frequencies of the center of the rod. This fitting method
calculates the parameters a, ω and φ via non-linear least-squares s.t. a sin(ω · t + φ)

approximates the data well. At last, the natural frequency f = 2π/ω is extracted. This
is repeated three times by each time subtracting the previous fitting data from the data.
Hence several natural frequencies are obtained.
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Figure 7.5: x-displacement of a center point of the rod and an approximation of the 1st
natural frequency.

Remark 5. The explained method for calculating frequencies is preferred over a basic

FFT-based method, because for short data capture FFT methods can produce very

inaccurate results.

In figures 7.5 and 7.6 the Matlab sine-fit results of the x-displacement are displayed
together with an approximation of the frequency for the first coarse mesh simulation.
One can notice that the 3rd natural frequency is obtained before the 2nd. This can be
explained by looking at figure 7.5; the 3rd mode is clearly more dominantly present.
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Figure 7.6: x-displacement minus the first sine-fit and x-displacement minus the first and
second sine-fit values in Matlab of a center point of the rod. Both the third and second
natural frequencies are approximated.

In the first two rows of table 7.5 the first three eigen-frequencies are compared against
the approximated frequencies from the simulation. De Santis et al. obtained these values
by means of the Lanczos algorithm [37] implemented in the open-source finite element
solver Code_Aster, using the coarse mesh together with the same boundary conditions.
In general the frequencies are a bit under-predicted. The results however describe the
problem well enough to be used for FSI simulation.

f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz]
Lanczos 60 195 406
Coarse (∆t = 2.5 · 10−4 s) 57.4187 184.7725 377.5648
Coarse 57.3974 184.5471 386.5273
Mesh2 55.7090 179.7732 374.7398
Mesh3 55.3974 179.1088 374.9095
Mesh4 55.7570 179.7733 375.0329

Table 7.5: Comparison of the first three natural frequencies of the different rod meshes
(table 7.1) for both the simulation of ∆t = 2.5 · 10−4 s and ∆t = 10−4 s.

Next, the results of the mesh sensitivity study are investigated. The y-displacements
are given in figure 7.7 (the x-displacements are very similar and thus not shown). Table
7.5 summarizes the first three natural frequencies of the different rod grids used. It can
be noticed that the natural frequencies decrease compared to the results from Code_Aster,
which can be explained due to the Lanczos algorithm only being tested on the coarse grid.

7.1.5 FSI results and discussion

Next, the displacements from the same central point as before (x = −0.003275, y = 0,
z = 0.35) are extracted, to investigate the influence of a streaming fluid (water, PbBi) on
the natural frequencies of the bare rod. The damping factors are calculated as well accom-
panied with the frequencies. A different fitting method compared with the solid solver is
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Figure 7.7: y-displacements of a center point of the rod for all used solid meshes given in
table 7.1.

used to obtain the modal characteristics. The extracted displacements are approximated
by the following function

Nm∑
i=1

aie
−χit sin(ωi · t+ φi) , (7.2)

in which Nm represents the amount of modes considered. Via a non-linear least-squares
fitting, the parameters ai, χi, ωi and φi are approximated. At last, it is possible to obtain
the natural frequency (fi) and the modal damping ratio (ξi) according to the equations

χi = 2πξifi and ωi = 2π
√

1− ξ2
i fi . (7.3)

The exponential term e−χit is left out when radial displacement history of PFM results are
being processed. Essentially this results in a similar fitting approach as is in the solid-
only case. The PFM algorithm will excite the natural frequency of the rod, consequently
the displacement is not being gradually damped. Therefore only the natural frequencies
are extracted in these cases.

In all simulations, both with an impulsive force as with the PFM algorithm (section 6.3),
a time-step of ∆t = 10−4 s is used. The amount of time-steps of the simulations is different
for each case; the FSI simulations are memory- and time-consuming, consequently if
enough data was obtained, the simulations were stopped. Furthermore Crank-Nicholson
(θ = 0.5) is only used for the first case, namely the y+ ≈ 60 fluid mesh of water flow.

The results are displayed according to two categories, first water flow is shown, fol-
lowed by the results obtained from the lead-bismuth eutectic (PbBi). These on their turn
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are subdivided by first showing wall-function mesh (y+ ≈ 60) results and then the wall-
resolved mesh (y+ ≈ 1) results. PFM simulation details are given for the wall-function
mesh cases.

Remark 6. It is important to mention that ahead of performing all the FSI simulations,

a fluid-only simulation was done in order to have a fully developed fluid flow through

the domain. Comparison is made with a operating nuclear reactor in which the fluid is

continually flowing at a steady pace. In Appendix A, a short description of the fluid-

only simulation of water flow using the wall-function mesh (y+ ≈ 60) is given to show

that fully developed flow is obtained.

In figure 7.8 the extracted x- and y-displacement over time concerning the coarse
mesh (table 7.1) are shown and compared with results obtained by De Santis et al. The
impulsive force pushes the rod to its maximum amplitude. From this point on the rod
moves with a constant frequency and diminishing amplitude as a consequence of the
dissipative effects of the fluid submerging the rod. Moreover, it can be seen that the x-
and y-displacement are equal because of the symmetrical properties of the case.

Figure 7.8: Displacement history of the center point of a bare rod in the y-direction (top)
and x-direction (bottom) in water flow, generated by means of a wall-function (y+ ≈ 60)
fluid mesh. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results generated
by STAR-CCM+.

Remark 7. In order to make it easier to compare with the results obtained from STAR-

CCM+, the x-displacement is shown in the −x-direction, although an impulsive force

pushes the rod in the positive direction at t = 0.

Thereafter, similar as for solid-only simulations, a mesh sensitivity study is performed
for the current case. Figure 7.9 represents the displacement in 400 time-steps for all
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of all meshes in table 7.1 of the y-displacement history of the center
point of a bare rod in water flow, generated by means of a wall-function (y+ ≈ 60) fluid
mesh.

meshes in table 7.1 together with STAR-CCM+ results. From both the shown figures
it can already be observed that the frequency is higher then the STAR-CCM+ results.
Moreover, opposite to the solid-only frequencies where the frequency decreased with finer
solid meshes, now the frequencies increase. The difference in the damping of both the
coarse mesh simulations executed with NRG-FSIFOAM and STAR-CCM+ stands out the
most however. Based on the first two periods of oscillation in figure 7.9, this large
difference in damping seems to level out when meshes are refined.

A possible explanation is due to usage of the nearest-neighbour interpolation to map
the obtained stresses onto the structure elements. The rod only having 200 elements
in the axial direction, compared with the fluid domain having 400 elements, will often
be mapped a much higher stress value onto the structure elements than should be the
case for this part of the rod. Hence, the rod is damped out more quickly. Increasing the
amount of axial elements to 400 maps the stresses more accurately for each part of the
rod, which decreases the damping ratio significantly. In order to see if this is truly the
cause, one can try to use more accurate mapping methods, such as by means of radial
basis functions described in chapter 4.

These observations are confirmed in table 7.6 comparing the vibration frequencies and
the damping ratios of the first three modes for all considered meshes. The frequencies of
a PFM simulation are given as well together with the difference in percentage of the coarse
mesh for both the NRG-FSIFOAM and the STAR-CCM+ results. A clear trend is visible in
the manner with which the frequencies and the damping ratios of the 1st and 3rd mode
change along with finer meshes. The 2nd mode doesn’t adhere to this, and even shows
very large dissipative values in the damping ratio. Partially this can be explained through
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solver/mesh f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz] ξ1 ξ2 ξ3

STAR-CCM+ Coarse 45.40 145.60 296.29 2.165% 1.013% 1.317%

NRG-FSIFOAM

Coarse 46.55 146.46 317.59 4.463% 3.677% 1.080%
Coarse-PFM 46.83 145.03 338.02
Mesh2 51.04 143.48 345.25 1.580% 2.875% 0.422%
Mesh3 51.85 135.83 350.92 1.283% 10.392% 0.170%
Mesh4 52.87 140.44 356.76 1.254% 10.817% 0.150%

Difference 2.53% 0.59% 7.19% 100.14% 262.98% 21.94%

Table 7.6: Comparison between the frequencies and the damping ratios of the first three
modes for a bare rod in water. The y+ ≈ 60 fluid mesh is used, together with different solid
mesh resolutions, which are described in table 7.1. The frequencies of the PFM simulation
are extracted from the data from 0.5s on to the end. The difference as a percentage is of
the first two rows.

the 2nd mode being more difficult to capture; the solid-only case in subsection 7.1.4 noted
retrieval of the 3rd mode before the 2nd. Complementary to the fact that this mode is less
prominently visible, the fitting method for retrieval of the data requires initial guesses for
the parameters in eq. (7.2). A slight change in the values of these initial guesses therefore
has a substantial influence on the parameter values w.r.t. 2nd mode. In the remainder
all three modes are still calculated, however, critical observations will mostly be based on
the 1st and 3rd modes.

Figure 7.10: Displacement history of the center point of a bare rod in the x- and y-direction
in water flow, generated by means of a PFM simulation using a wall-function (y+ ≈ 60)
fluid mesh.

The displacements associated with the frequencies of the PFM simulation in table
7.6 are given in figure 7.10. All external forces exerted on the bare rod originate from
turbulence. Starting from a non-deformed state, the rod initially experiences little impact
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7.1 Flow-Induced Vibrations of a bare rod

from the turbulent forces. Around t = 0.025s it is excited to move along its natural
frequencies. It is clear that the pattern is more irregular than in the previous cases,
this is due to the random terms (section 6.3) calculated by the PFM. As a consequence,
symmetry is lost and it is more challenging to extract modal characteristics. In order to
do so, the onset of the vibration is left out in the calculation of a fitting function (such
as eq. (7.2)), and thus the fit is only based on the excited natural frequencies of the rod.
For this case specifically this means the data from 0.5s on to the end is used. It can
be concluded from table 7.6 that the found frequencies of both the impulsive forced rod
simulation and the PFM simulation agree fairly well with each other.

In a similar manner as for the wall-function cases, the x- and y-displacement of
the bare rod (coarse mesh) over time is extracted for water flow using a wall-resolved
(y+ ≈ 1) mesh, this is visualized in figure 7.11. This time around the results show a
lower natural frequency than the STAR-CCM+ results from De Santis et al. Quantitative
data is gathered in table 7.7, in which it can be seen that the damping ratios are again
much larger than the STAR-CCM+ results, but marginally smaller compared with the
wall-function results. In [13] it is reported by De Santis et al. that for water flow, the two
grid resolutions agree very well with one another, having a maximal difference of 0.7%
in the frequencies. This difference between the grid resolutions is 11.8% for the NRG-
FSIFOAM results. Several sources in both the software packages could produce these
large differences in the behaviour of the rod.

Figure 7.11: Displacement history of the center point of a bare rod in the y-direction (top)
and x-direction (bottom) in water flow, generated by means of a wall-resolved (y+ ≈ 1)
fluid mesh. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results generated
by STAR-CCM+.

As explained in chapter 6, different software use different wall-function models, which
could partially explain the difference between the wall-function (y+ ≈ 60) and wall-
resolved (y+ ≈ 1) results in NRG-FSIFOAM, compared with STAR-CCM+ having very
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solver f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz] ξ1 ξ2 ξ3

STAR-CCM+ U-RANS 45.08 145.54 295.93 2.479% 1.130% 1.361%
NRG-FSIFOAM U-RANS 41.95 133.48 284.09 4.266% 2.888% 0.837%
Difference 7.46% 9.04% 4.17% 72.09% 155.59% 62.60%

Table 7.7: Comparison between the frequencies and the damping ratios of the first three
modes for a bare rod in water. The y+ ≈ 1 fluid mesh is used.

similar results. The difference however is still quite large, a major influence due to a
difference in wall-functions seems less likely. Moreover, the wall-function results of NRG-
FSIFOAM and STAR-CCM+ compare fairly well, making it seem as if the k−ω SST model
in OpenFOAM over-predicts the wall shear stress τt without wall-functions. In the past,
there have been complaints in the OpenFOAM (cfd-online) community, describing that
the implementation of Menter’s k − ω SST model is very sensitive to mesh quality and
initial conditions, leading to stability issues with wall-resolved meshes as a consequence.
When fluid solutions do converge with wall-resolved meshes, it thus can not be excluded
that parameter values for k and ω are incorrect. The difference between the wall-resolved
results of NRG-FSIFOAM and STAR-CCM+ could be an indication agreeing with the claim
of OpenFOAM’s k − ω SST model to be less accurate without wall-functions. In order to
distinctively pick out a reason, both NRG-FSIFOAM’s and STAR-CCM+’s k−ω SST model
with and without wall-functions will have to investigated in a more thorough manner.

Akin to the above results, the dynamics of the bare rod are investigated when it is
submerged in a lead-bismuth eutectic (PbBi). In figures 7.12 and 7.13 the x- and y-
displacement history over time are shown of the impulsive force simulation and the PFM
simulation, respectively. Compared with the wall-function grid results of water flow, the
PbBi results fit better to STAR-CCM+ results, especially the difference in damping ratio
is less. Also noteworthy to mention is that the frequency of the NRG-FSIFOAM results
are slightly lower, in contrast with water flow, where the frequency was higher with the
wall-function grid.

solver f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz] ξ1 ξ2 ξ3

STAR-CCM+ U-RANS 22.40 73.88 150.14 10.583% 3.993% 2.121%

NRG-FSIFOAM
U-RANS 21.89 65.08 153.29 15.432% 4.895% 3.068%
U-RANS + PFM 22.04 65.63 154.33

Difference 2.33% 13.52% 2.10% 45.82% 22.59% 44.65%

Table 7.8: Comparison between the frequencies and the damping ratios of the first three
modes for a bare rod in PbBi flow. The y+ ≈ 60 fluid mesh is used. The frequencies of the
PFM simulation are extracted from two parts and then averaged, namely the data between
0.05s and 0.17s and data from 0.21s until the end.

These observations are quantified in table 7.8. The difference of the damping ratio
ξ1 is equal to 45.82%, whereas for water flow this is 100.14%. One can explain this
by considering the two major forces working on the structure, namely the contribution
of viscous forces and the contribution resulting from the inertia of the displaced fluid
surrounding the rod. PbBi having a density of approximately ten times the density of
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7.1 Flow-Induced Vibrations of a bare rod

Figure 7.12: Displacement history of the center point of a bare rod in the y-direction (top)
and x-direction (bottom) in PbBi flow, generated by means of a wall-function (y+ ≈ 60) fluid
mesh. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results generated by
STAR-CCM+.

water has a larger fraction of the rod behaviour owing to the inertia of the fluid itself.
Hence, the damping is less affected compared with water flow.

The impulsive force results and the PFM results again show very good agreement with
each other, even more so as for water flow. On first sight, it is very difficult to see this
from figure 7.13, therefore frequencies were extracted from data between 0.05s and 0.17s
and data from 0.21s until the end, and eventually averaged to obtain the values in table
7.8. Although the natural frequency of the rod is excited with the PFM algorithm, it can
be noticed an irregular movement pattern remains existing due to turbulent forces.

solver f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz] ξ1 ξ2 ξ3

STAR-CCM+ U-RANS 22.24 72.62 149.54 10.909% 4.333% 2.310%
NRG-FSIFOAM U-RANS 18.44 59.09 128.77 14.650% 6.168% 2.926%
Difference 20.61% 22.90% 16.13% 34.29% 42.35% 26.67%

Table 7.9: Comparison between the frequencies and the damping ratios of the first three
modes for a bare rod in PbBi flow. The y+ ≈ 1 fluid mesh is used.

At last, x- and y-displacements of a shorter simulation with the wall-resolved PbBi
mesh are shown in figure 7.14. From the knowledge obtained, similar conclusions can be
made: using a wall-resolved fluid grid decreases the natural frequencies drastically and
due to the much larger density of PbBi, the difference in the damping ratios is much less
as for the wall-resolved water grid. These conclusions are verified in numbers in table 7.9.
Moreover, comparing the damping ratios ξ1 and ξ3 with the ones from the wall-function
results in table 7.8, again it is noticed that the values of the wall-resolved grid are a bit
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Figure 7.13: Displacement history of the center point of a bare rod in the x- and y-direction
in PbBi flow, generated by means of a PFM simulation using a wall-function (y+ ≈ 60) fluid
mesh.

lower. It appears, as this also was the case for water flow, that the wall-function treatment
in OpenFOAM tends to slightly over-predict the wall shear stress τt.

Figure 7.14: Displacement history of the center point of a bare rod in the y-direction (top)
and x-direction (bottom) in PbBi flow, generated by means of a wall-resolved (y+ ≈ 1) fluid
mesh. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results generated by
STAR-CCM+.
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7.2 Flow-Induced Vibrations of a wire-wrapped rod

7.2 Flow-Induced Vibrations of a wire-wrapped rod

Following the strategy of the previous single bare rod case, similar simulations are per-
formed for a wire-wrapped rod of the same dimensions. In reality, nuclear fuel assemblies
are equipped with additional mechanical instruments that reduce the amount of vibra-
tion. One of these concepts is the use of a wire-spacer helically wrapped around the
fuel rod to prevent the rods from hitting one another. The fluid flow having to follow the
helical wire, will therefore induce a different oscillation pattern on the rod, making it a
challenging FSI case to investigate. Because the main description of the wire-wrapped
case will be mostly the same as the bare rod case, only the differences of the properties
are highlighted.

7.2.1 Physical and Geometrical Properties

Only the solid rod is extended with a wire. Therefore only the way this wire is wrapped
around the rod is mentioned. All different properties both for the fluid and solid are
mentioned in subsection 7.1.1.

The wire is considered to be circular in a fixed diameter ds = 1.8 mm, helically wrapped
around with a fixed pitch P = 265 mm. This results in a total amount of 2.6 revolutions
around the rod. Moreover, in order to avoid numerical complications by having point
contact, a flat region is assumed to be in between the rod and the wire, having a height
h = 0.07 mm. The geometry (as a mesh) is shown in figure 7.15.

Figure 7.15: The wire-wrapped rod mesh considered for simulations. Different colors
denote different physical surfaces; the cyan color denotes the patch to which the function
δF (7.1) is evenly applied, the outlet boundary is red, the free parts are yellow and the inlet
boundary is not visible.

7.2.2 Meshes, discretizations, B.C. and I.C.

The solid mesh has 170 quadrilateral elements in the cross-section, which are extruded
and twisted in agreement with the wire spacer pitch P with 200 axial elements. In total
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this means the solid solver uses a mesh of 34000 elements. This mesh is visualized in fig-
ure 7.15, in which the coloured patches represent physical surfaces which are constrained
by differing boundary conditions, the cyan patch being used to apply the impulsive force
δF (7.1). Moreover, a second mesh (denoted by ‘Fine’) is once used in a mesh sensitivity
check validated in water flow. This solid mesh has the same subdivision of elements in
the cross-section, but a total of 400 elements in the axial direction. DEAL-II solves the
structural dynamics of the rod in all cases with the theta-method, θ = 0.6 and a time-step
∆t = 5 · 10−5s. Only the wall-function PFM simulation of water flow uses a time-step of
∆t = 10−4s.

In the wire-wrapped rod case, generating a fully structured mesh as for the single bare
rod case is complicated. For this reason an unstructured prism layers/polyhedral mesh
is generated in the cross section of the domain. Thereafter this mesh is extruded and
twisted simultaneously w.r.t. the pitch of the wire by 400 divisions in the axial direction.
Prism layers are surrounding the FSI walls, except for the small gap between the wire
and the rod, because the velocity is assumed to be small in this region. Below, the fluid
wall-resolved (y+ ≈ 1) mesh and the wall-function (y+ ≈ 60) mesh are shown for water
flow in figure 7.16. In table 7.10 a summary is given of the total amount of cells of the

Figure 7.16: Cross-section of the fluid meshes considered for the FSI simulations of a
wire-wrapped rod in axial water flow. Off-the-wall heights of the first cell are specifically
chosen s.t. a y+ = 1 mesh (left) and a y+ = 60 mesh (right) are generated. Near the FSI
interface, prims layers are adopted, in the other parts of the domain polyhedral elements
are considered.

fluid domain in all cases. As before, the U-RANS approach with the k-ω SST model is
adopted to solve the transient simulation. The discretization techniques, boundary and
initial conditions all remain the same as in the bare rod case, these are given in tables
7.3 and 7.4. As well the IQN-ILS method with maximum 60 coupling iteration and reuse
of 8 time-steps is taken over in order to couple the two solvers.
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mesh type elements

H2O
y+ ≈ 1 1211200
y+ ≈ 60 398000

PbBi
y+ ≈ 1 1656400
y+ ≈ 60 722800

Table 7.10: Numerical fluid domain considered for the FSI simulations of a bare rod in tube
with axial water flow.

7.2.3 Results and discussion

Analogously to the bare rod case, time history displacements of a single mesh point
are extracted to generate results; it is assumed the surrounding mesh points undergo a
similar displacement, making it a valuable approach to establish results on the behaviour
of the complete wire-wrapped rod. The actual mesh of the wire-wrapped rod is slightly
different essentially than the meshes in the bare rod case, leading to different coordinates
being used, namely x = −0.0032744, y = 6.28778 · 10−5 and z = 0.35.

The complete methodology and structure of the discussion is similar to that of the
bare rod case; frequencies and damping ratios are extracted first for water flow, showing
both results for impulse forced and PFM simulations, thereafter the same is done for PbBi
results.

Figures 7.17 and 7.18 display the time history of the x- and y-displacement for the
wall-function grid in water flow. At first sight it can be noticed that the NRG-FSIFOAM
shows a higher frequency compared with the STAR-CCM+ results. Differences in the
solid mesh are dominated by a decrease in damping ratio for an increasing amount of
axial elements. Also a slight increase in the natural frequencies is observed. This agrees
well with the observations made for the bare rod case. Perhaps the most interesting
details from these figures are related to the loss of symmetry of the FSI case; due to the
wire-spacer the x- and y-displacements are not the same and the x-displacement is not
oscillating around zero displacement towards the end of the simulation.

solver/mesh f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz] ξ1 ξ2 ξ3

STAR-CCM+ U-RANS 46.97 149.20 302.00 2.151% 0.925% 1.165%

NRG-FSIFOAM
U-RANS 49.47 161.85 330.83 3.246% 2.459% 2.087%
U-RANS + PFM 50.46 158.26 334.74
U-RANS/Fine 51.14 165.42 338.00 2.143% 1.321% 1.845%

Difference 5.32% 8.48% 9.55% 50.91% 165.84% 79.14%

Table 7.11: Comparison between the frequencies and the damping ratios of the first three
modes for a wire-wrapped rod in water flow. The y+ ≈ 60 fluid mesh is used, and compared
for a coarse and fine solid mesh. The frequencies of the PFM simulation are extracted from
the data between 0.11s up onto the end.

As a consequence of the loss in symmetry, it matters from which data the modal
parameters are extracted. Therefore, in all cases it is chosen to use the y-displacement
for this purpose. Frequencies and damping ratios for the impulsive force simulations and
a PFM simulation are reported in table 7.11. In general, the results show very similar
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Figure 7.17: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the y-
direction (top) and x-direction (bottom) in water flow, generated by means of a wall-function
(y+ ≈ 60) fluid mesh. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results
generated by STAR-CCM+.

Figure 7.18: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the y-
direction (top) and x-direction (bottom) in water flow, generated by means of a wall-function
(y+ ≈ 60) fluid mesh and a finer solid mesh, having double the amount (400) of elements
in the axial direction. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results
generated by STAR-CCM+.

behaviour as in the bare rod case, having increasing values of frequency and diminishing
damping ratio with mesh refinement. The dominating frequency f1 varies a bit more from
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Figure 7.19: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the x- and
y-direction in water flow, generated by means of a PFM simulation using a wall-function
(y+ ≈ 60) fluid mesh.

the STAR-CCM+ data in the wire-wrapped case, having a difference of 5.32%, compared
to 2.59% for the bare rod case.

The displacements affiliated with the PFM results (with the coarse solid mesh) in table
7.11 are given in figure 7.19. It is interesting that the chaotic behaviour of the turbulence
almost immediately sends the wire-wrapped rod along a path in the x-displacement not
centred around the zero displacement. The frequencies of the 1st and 3rd mode are a bit
higher than obtained with the impulsive forcing.

The time history of the x- and y-displacement of the wall-resolved (y+ ≈ 1) mesh for
water flow are reported in figures 7.20 and 7.21 for the impulsive force and the PFM
simulation, respectively. Again, akin to behaviour of the bare rod, a substantial decrease
in the frequency is observed for the wall-resolved fluid grid. In this case one can see a more
distinct difference in the movement in x- and y-direction, especially the damping in the x-
direction is larger. The frequencies and damping ratios are reported in table 7.12. Again,
there is large difference between the wall-function grid results and the wall-resolved grid
results, having a maximum difference in the frequencies of 20.89%, whereas Desantis et
al. reported a value of 0.3% for this difference. In order to single out an explanation for
this behaviour, further investigation needs to be done on the k − ω SST models of both
NRG-FSIFOAM and STAR-CCM+.

Running simulations of PbBi fluid submerging a wire-wrapped rod is computationally
very intensive. Moreover, from the bare rod case it is known that the frequency decreases
drastically in PbBi flow, and thus less periods of oscillation are captured for the same
simulation time as in water. Therefore it is noted at forehand that the results shown
below are relatively short. The impulsive force simulation and PFM simulation results
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Figure 7.20: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the y-
direction (top) and x-direction (bottom) in water flow, generated by means of a wall-resolved
(y+ ≈ 1) fluid mesh. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results
generated by STAR-CCM+.

Figure 7.21: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the x- and
y-direction in water flow, generated by means of a PFM simulation using a wall-resolved
(y+ ≈ 1) fluid mesh.

for the wall-function meshes are given in figures 7.22 and 7.24, respectively. The es-
sential movement of the rod looks very different between the two solvers; it seems as if
the x-displacement of the NRG-FSIFOAM results aligns more with the y-displacement of
the STAR-CCM+ results and vice-versa. This becomes more evident when plotting the
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solver f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz] ξ1 ξ2 ξ3

STAR-CCM+ U-RANS 46.82 149.08 301.81 2.425% 0.983% 1.146%

NRG-FSIFOAM
U-RANS 40.92 162.89 282.71 4.082% 9.705% 1.840%
U-RANS + PFM 42.34 163.82 279.63

Difference 14.42% 9.26% 6.76% 68.33% 887.28% 60.56%

Table 7.12: Comparison between the frequencies and the damping ratios of the first three
modes for a wire-wrapped rod in water flow. The y+ ≈ 1 fluid mesh is used. The fre-
quencies of the PFM simulation are extracted from the data between 0.07s up onto the
end.

irregular trajectories as in figure 7.23. More than likely the rod was rotated in a 90 degree
position compared with the STAR-CCM+ simulation. Also due to the higher density of
the lead-bismuth eutectic, it is now more clearly visible that the final positioning of the
wire-wrapped rod tends towards a different than zero displacement in both directions,
which is much larger in the case of PbBi flow.

Figure 7.22: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the y-
direction (top) and x-direction (bottom) in PbBi flow, generated by means of a wall-function
(y+ ≈ 60) fluid mesh. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results
generated by STAR-CCM+.

Quantitative data of both the simulations is reported in table 7.13. Compared to the
bare rod case, where it was remarked for PbBi flow that the frequency decreased slightly,
now the frequency is quite a bit more lower than the STAR-CCM+ case. Moreover, this
is the first case where the damping ratio is lower than the one obtained via STAR-CCM+.
Based on the assumption that the rod is rotated by 90 degrees, also the frequencies
and damping ratios of the x-displacement are given in table 7.13. The difference in the
damping ratio ξ1 is then only 13.29%, which aligns more with the previously obtained
results, i.e., higher damping ratio for the NRG-FSIFOAM solver.
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Figure 7.23: Trajectory path of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in PbBi flow, gen-
erated by means of a wall-function (y+ ≈ 60) fluid mesh. The results generated with
NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results generated by STAR-CCM+.

Figure 7.24: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the x- and
y-direction in PbBi flow, generated by means of a PFM simulation using a wall-function
(y+ ≈ 60) fluid mesh.

Very similar time history behaviour is obtained in figures 7.25 and 7.26 for the wall-
resolved PbBi fluid grid, forced by an impulse and the PFM, respectively. Again, assuming
the rod was rotated 90 degrees, the frequencies and damping ratios are also extracted
for the x-displacement in table 7.14. It can be seen that no PFM data is given, as
approximately only half a period of oscillation was obtained using the PFM method. This
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solver f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz] ξ1 ξ2 ξ3

STAR-CCM+ U-RANS 23.59 72.65 152.90 23.364% 8.159% 2.006%

NRG-FSIFOAM
U-RANS 17.83 55.62 122.94 15.185% 1.434% 2.887%
U-RANS (x) 16.08 27.59 122.71 26.470% 14.105% 4.143%
U-RANS + PFM 17.54 60.50 124.56

Difference 32.31% 30.62% 24.37% 53.86% 468.97% 43.92%
Difference (x) 46.70% 163.32% 24.60% 13.29% 78.88% 106.53%

Table 7.13: Comparison between the frequencies and the damping ratios of the first three
modes for a wire-wrapped rod in PbBi flow. The y+ ≈ 60 fluid mesh is used. Both the
x- and y-displacement are compared with the y-displacement of the STAR-CCM+ results.
Extraction of the frequencies of the PFM data is done using to full data.

is not enough to do accurate prediction of the natural frequencies. Similar as in the bare
rod case, the following observations can be made: using a wall-resolved mesh decreases
the natural frequencies, the damping ratio ξ1 decreases and in percentages it very clear
that the damping ratios are closer to each other for both solvers in PbBi flow than in water
flow.

Figure 7.25: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the y-
direction (top) and x-direction (bottom) in PbBi flow, generated by means of a wall-resolved
(y+ ≈ 1) fluid mesh. The results generated with NRG-FSIFOAM are compared to results
generated by STAR-CCM+.
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solver f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz] ξ1 ξ2 ξ3

STAR-CCM+ U-RANS 24.02 72.32 154.62 23.604% 8.847% 1.901%

NRG-FSIFOAM
U-RANS 16.83 38.18 114.27 15.305% 2.524% 2.880%
U-RANS (x) 13.07 26.35 112.00 22.422% 14.244% 2.066%

Difference 42.72% 89.42% 35.31% 54.22% 250.52% 51.50%
Difference (x) 83.78% 174.46% 38.05% 5.27% 61.00% 8.68%

Table 7.14: Comparison between the frequencies and the damping ratios of the first three
modes for a wire-wrapped rod in PbBi flow. The y+ ≈ 1 fluid mesh is used. Both the x-
and y-displacement are compared with the y-displacement of the STAR-CCM+ results.

Figure 7.26: Displacement history of the center point of a wire-wrapped rod in the x- and
y-direction in PbBi flow, generated by means of a PFM simulation using a wall-resolved
(y+ ≈ 1) fluid mesh.
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Chapter 8

Assessment of improvements to the fluid-structure

coupling in NRG-FSIFOAM

I n this chapter, a short discussion is given on the suggested improvements (see chap-
ter 5) to the coupling in NRG-FSIFOAM in order to obtain an overall better perfor-

mance. Under these, first the influence of different extrapolation methods is investigated,
thereafter the current status of the Manifold Mapping algorithm in NRG-FSIFOAM is
mentioned.

8.1 Comparison of different extrapolation methods

Letting a numerical solver for a Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problem march through
time requires an initial state of the system on each time step. The numerical solver
pursues the actual stresses and positioning of the FSI system from this initial state.
Especially in the case of strong coupling (see section 5.1.2) in FSI, sub-iterated schemes
are often used, which consequently places plenty importance in having a proper initial
guess for the actual system state at each time step. This way, a large amount of time
being consumed by the numerical solver in coupling can possibly be reduced.

In section 5.3, a theoretical discussion with a small test is given on extrapolation
methods with regard to FSI. A novel extrapolation method, given by eq. (5.38), has
been suggested, manually adapting for smooth or largely unpredictable behaviour of the
structure displacement. This method shows promising results on a simplified test case.
For this reason, further investigation on extrapolation is studied to see if advancement in
computational efforts has been made for realistic FSI problems.

To fully catch the potency of the extrapolation method (5.38), the bare rod case in a
lead-bismuth eutectic (section 7.1) being displaced by an impulsive force is considered.
Firstly, due to the impulsive force in the first few steps the rod is pushed in a direction
that is less expected, afterwards, smooth oscillation of the rod prevails. All simulations
are run for t = 0.05 s with ∆t = 0.0001 s. Next to the extrapolations eq. (5.9) (dn+1 =
5
2d

n−2dn−1 + 1
2d

n−2), eq. (5.29) (dn+1 = 3dn−3dn−1 +dn−2) and the new one, which are
based on three previous time-steps, also the first-order accurate extrapolation dn+1 = dn

and the second-order accurate extrapolation dn+1 = 2dn − dn−1 are considered. All
coupling iterations are performed by means of the IQN-ILS method (section 5.2) with the
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reuse of information from eight previous time steps. The results are summarised in table
8.1.

Method dn+1 = dn dn+1 = 2dn − dn−1 (5.9) (5.29) new
Time [s] 99269 92712 83296 86573 97604
Total iterations 2298 2084 1961 1965 2131
Average per time step 4.296 4.168 3.922 3.930 4.262

Table 8.1: Information on the CPU costs related to the IQN-ILS method in a bare rod sim-
ulation submerged in PbBi with a wall-function mesh. Several extrapolation methods are
compared to one another.

Contrary to what was expected in section 5.3, the extrapolation (5.9) on average leads to
less iterations on the smooth part of the rod displacement. Moreover, the difference in the
amount of iterations of the second-order accurate extrapolation (5.9) and the third-order
accurate extrapolation (5.29) is small. Consequently, the new extrapolation results are of
no surprise to perform less well. Especially due to the fact that the novel extrapolation
(5.36) spends a relatively large amount of time on the computation of ωn+1 there is quite
a gap with the methods (5.9) and (5.29).

The main question that has arisen is why there is nearly no difference between the

results of extrapolations (5.9) and (5.29). The key concept of the new extrapolation method
(5.36) is to combine both of them via a variability parameter. Any improvement is im-
mediately nullified if the difference in speed of extrapolations (5.9) and (5.29) is absent
for nearly any FSI problem. Having this knowledge determines if further investigation of
extrapolations with a weighting parameter can possibly increase efficiency or not.

Possibly this is due to the fact that the small test case in Matlab compares to the
actual value, whereas an actual FSI simulation does not. A convergence error based on
differences of residuals on subsequent iterations is used. Hence, smoothness does not
necessarily influence the amount of coupling iterations. However, there might be a big
difference in accuracy compared to reality.

Assuming in general there is a significant difference in eqs. (5.9) and (5.29), more
questions arise:

� Is the bare rod case submerged in a lead-bismuth eutectic qualified in order to take

advantage of the difference in extrapolations (5.9) and (5.29)?

� How many coupling iterations are requested for a general FSI case s.t. the extra

computing time is negligible?

Answering the questions requires evaluation of a simulation for which it is assured that
the software will spend more time in the coupling iterations. For this the Pressure Fluc-
tuation Model (PFM) is applied to introduce more variable behaviour. From the previous
section it is known that the PFM algorithm takes a short period of time to excite the
natural frequencies. Hence a strongly-coupled PFM simulation can serve as the ideal test
for the new extrapolation method. To this end, the wire-wrapped rod with wall-function
water grid is simulated according to the description of section 7.2.1. All methods based
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on three previous time-steps are applied to this case, namely eq. (5.9), eq. (5.29) and the
new extrapolation. Table 8.2 summarizes the results in a similar fashion as the previous
case, except for the fact that the PFM simulation is not constraint to a final time. There-
fore the data is as well compared at the final time-step of the shortest PFM simulation,
namely using eq. (5.29) for 799 steps.

Method (5.9) (5.29) new
Time-steps 1416 / 799 799 2719 / 799
Time [s] 795588 / 482779 620780 1578926 / 496859
Total iterations 18812 / 11194 12609 35527 / 11400
Average per time step 13.285 / 14.010 15.781 13.066 / 14.268

Table 8.2: Information on the CPU costs related to the IQN-ILS method in a wire-wrapped
rod PFM simulation submerged in water with a wall-function mesh. Extrapolation methods
using three previous time-steps are compared.

First of all, it is remarked that a greater amount of coupling iterations are needed for
this case with IQN-ILS algorithm. This has a great effect on the performance difference
of the three methods, as now the new extrapolation method performs the least amount
of iterations on average. Looking at the total simulation time, the third-order accurate
extrapolation method (dn+1 = 5

2d
n − 2dn−1 + 1

2d
n−2, eq. 5.9) performs the best. Both

questions posed earlier can therefore be answered partially:

� The bare rod case considered indeed does not seem to employ enough coupling
iterations to perform faster than one of the other extrapolations (5.9) and (5.29).

� The wire-wrapped rod on the average did use slightly less amount of iterations on
the average. However the won time from this is overcompensated by the extra
calculations involved of the weighting vector ωn+1. Possibly the new extrapolation
can be more beneficial with a computationally more involved FSI case with stronger
coupling, although this is not assured.

8.2 Manifold mapping

The manifold mapping algorithm implemented in the preCICE library has been integrated
in the NRG-FSIFOAM library by modifying the fluid adapter. This makes it possible to
use two different fluid models in parallel, under the constraint of having the same parts
of the fluid-structure interface on the same processors.

The well-known Turek benchmark case [44] was used to put the manifold mapping to
the test. The results unfortunately were put to a stop before the essential dynamics of the
structure came to existence. The log files of the fluid solvers showed inconsistencies in
the Courant numbers, having consistently increasing values of the fine model, resulting
in a very unstable simulation. Even if both fluid resolutions are chosen the same, the
same unstable behaviour prevails. A distinct cause is not there as the preCICE library
mentions the manifold mapping algorithm to be in an experimental state. Moreover, there
are many different aspects such as the mapping between the fluid models themselves that
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play a major part in all of the simulation. Henceforth further investigation is needed to
validate the efficiency of the manifold mapping algorithm.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

A t NRG, an advanced software package name NRG-FSIFOAM has been developed to
solve Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problems in nuclear reactors computation-

ally. In the modern day, energy demands are increasing dramatically, making nuclear
engineers develop more powerful reactors designs. Hence, adaptations such as the in-
crease of coolant flow, applying a different coolant liquid or even reconsidering different
structural components are considered. Before designing any reactor, much testing needs
to done, therefore there is a need for accurate and efficient evaluation of FSI systems, to
prevent unwanted events. The first set research objective thereupon is formulated as

Verify NRG-FSIFOAM’s coupling and pressure fluctuation model for its accuracy compared

with different (commercial) software.

To this end a single rod from a fuel assembly of a nuclear reactor core is singled out,
and simulated under different circumstances, these being submerged by both water and
a lead-bismuth eutectic (PbBi). Bare rod simulations are performed, and in order to get
a simulation leaning more towards reality, also a wire-wrapped rod is subjected to these
turbulent flows. At last, to test the capabilities of the wall-functions in NRG-FSIFOAM,
that can be used to reduce overall efficiency, different wall-resolved (y+ ≈ 1) and wall-
function (y+ ≈ 60) fluid meshes are put to the test. The exact same simulations were
previously performed with the commercial software STAR-CCM+.

From the mesh-sensitivity analyses, both solid-only and FSI simulations, it can be
concluded that the solid meshes copied from STAR-CCM+ (selected after a mesh-sensitivity
of it’s own) are not sufficiently refined in the current settings. Finer meshes showed a
drastic decrease in the damping ratio and also a slight change in the modal frequencies.
When using the same meshes, damping ratios are higher than obtained by STAR-CCM+.
Possibly due to using the nearest-neighbour mapping, the accuracy is lost.

In general, for both the bare rod and wire-wrapped rod in water and PbBi, the wall-
function results align better to the STAR-CCM+ results than the wall-resolved cases. A
distinctive cause is not singled out, but more than likely both the difference in imple-
mented wall-functions between the solvers and the known unstable behaviour of the
k − ω SST model in OpenFOAM for wall-resolved cases play a major role in this. The
wall-resolved vibrational parameters are defined by a much lower frequency in general.
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NRG-FSIFOAM is able to capture the same interesting features in the rod behaviour
that were found with STAR-CCM+. These include the fact that PbBi simulations have a
higher portion of the rod movement being defined by inertia of the fluid (due to higher
fluid density) and thus showing more accurate results in PbBi simulations, fitting closer
to STAR-CCM+. Moreover, due to the wire-spacer, symmetry of the FSI simulation is
lost, displaying that the wire-wrapped rod follows an elliptic-like trajectory pattern that
tends to a final position different from the initial position. Finally it is remarked, that
the Pressure Fluctuation Model (PFM) produces very similar results to the impulse-forced
simulation results from NRG-FSIFOAM. It is thus very likely that if the standard U-RANS
results are accurate, the same holds for the PFM results. However, this can also be a
disadvantage if the opposite is the case. The small differences between the classical U-
RANS and U-RANS with PFM models can possibly be improved by for example introducing
anisotropic turbulence for the eddy length scales where isotropy is not a valid assumption.

The second aspect of testing nuclear reactor components, is to be able to achieve this
within a reasonable time-frame. It is for this reason an additional research objective was
stated as

Improve the efficiency of the fluid-structure interaction coupling method, by maintaining at

the same time the stability and the accuracy of the method.

Within the framework of this thesis project, a new extrapolation has been developed
that manually takes advantage of the variability in the displacement of the structure by
means of a weighting parameter, making it convenient when running PFM simulations.
The same impulsive force bare rod case in PbBi flow and PFM-forced wire-wrapped sim-
ulation in water have been used as test cases to evaluate the method. The stronger the
coupling of the case, the better the new extrapolation method performs. In the first bare
rod in PbBi case, the average amount of coupling iterations is around 4. The calculations
of the weighting parameter overshadow the potentially close guess at the time-step. In
the second wire-wrapped rod case, the average amount of iterations is around 13, and
now much time is made up compared with the extrapolations of which it is based. How-
ever, at best, the new extrapolation performs equal as the originally applied extrapolation.
Further investigation is needed to determine if an even more involved FSI case can make
the new extrapolation the clear winner.

Besides extrapolation methods, the Manifold Mapping has been integrated in NRG-
FSIFOAM to have a more efficient coupling method. The current status is very unstable
however and has not delivered good results yet.
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Chapter 10

Suggestions for future research

D uring the course of this Master thesis project many research opportunities were
stumbled upon that could not be pursued due to either being to large for the

size of the project, or either in order to not defect to much from the original research
objectives. Hence, in this chapter, a short summary of suggestions for future research is
given.

10.1 Radial basis functions as a mapping method in preCICE

In all of the simulation performed, the nearest-neighbour method is used to map the
structure displacement to interface of the fluid domain and to map the fluid stresses to
the interface of the structure. Newer versions of the preCICE library [8] have more stable
implementation of parallel radial basis function mappings. These methods theoretically
provide more accurate results.

10.2 Profound investigation of the k − ω SST model in NRG-

FSIFOAM

From the bare rod and wire-wrapped rod simulations in chapter 7 a distinct winner be-
tween the examined software packages (NRG-FSIFOAM and STAR-CCM+) was not deter-
mined. Moreover, the results obtained with NRG-FSIFOAM showed more deviation than
the ones from STAR-CCM+. From the discussion, the most likely cause of the differences
are due to k − ω SST being put to use in both NRG-FSIFOAM and STAR-CCM+, either
through unstable behaviour in OpenFOAM for wall-resolved meshes, or either through
application of different wall-functions. There are two routes in which the research can be
done:

� If possible, one can go through the source code files related to the k−ω SST models.
As OpenFOAM is open-source software, this gives no trouble, STAR-CCM+ however
is a commercial package, making it more difficult. In order to see if there is a large
difference in the implemented wall-functions, one can use a simple benchmark case
to validate this difference is prominently existing in basic problems.
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Figure 10.1: Fluid-structure domain of a flexible brass beam in turbulent water [40].

� As plowing through heaps of source codes is not the preferred method choice, a
better choice would be to first compare NRG-FSIFOAM and STAR-CCM+ to an ex-
perimental case. Shams et al. [40] have performed a PFM simulation of a flexible
brass beam (figure 10.1) in turbulent water of which experimental data is known.
Through a similar study with a wall-function and wall-resolved fluid mesh, early re-
sults could possibly already rule out certain explanations for the difference between
the software packages.

10.3 Further development of extrapolation methods

The exploration of a better extrapolation method tailored for fluid-structure interaction
problems is a topic attempted as a primer within this project. As a consequence, very
specific choices have been made, such as

� a single weighting parameter ωn+1 having values ωn+1
i ∈ [0, 1] in order to switch

between to well-known extrapolation methods given in eq. (5.38);

� defining the weighting values on the basis of three data points, given in (5.39).

This gives much room for development. Perhaps a different definition for ωn+1
i can be used

on the basis of more/less previous values and guesses to have a better weighting on the
variability in the system. Even fundamentally, also a completely different extrapolation
can be chosen. In this work, better efficiency was strived for, but achieving better sta-
bility is also a great step towards a more evolved software package. A suggestion follows
the trend of flux limiters in finite volume theory (see Koren [26]). Having the following
continuous equation

∂c

∂t
+
∂f(c)

∂x
= 0 , (10.1)

in which c represents a concentration and f is the flux of that concentration, and having
a mesh as displayed in figure 10.2, one likes to satisfy the positive coefficients rule for the
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Figure 10.2: General 1D finite volume mesh with flux f .
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i

∂cni+2
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which is natural for the convection and diffusion phenomena. A flux limiter φ is intro-
duced in order to calculate the concentration on the wall of the finite volume as

cni+1/2 = cni +
1

2
φ(rni+1/2)(cni − cni−1), with rni+1/2 :=

cni+1 − cni
cni − cni−1

(10.3)

acting as smoothness ratio. This way one blends a non-positive (higher order) scheme
with a positive (lower order scheme), thus resulting in a positive higher order scheme. The
main advantage is that by translating this theory into the extrapolation methods, most of
the obtained results can be directly put into application.

10.4 Stability of the Manifold Mapping

The manifold mapping (section 5.4) has been integrated in NRG-FSIFOAM and has been
tested on the Turek benchmark case [44]. The simulations however prematurely stopped
due to unstable behaviour. A distinct cause could not be determined as the preCICE
library mentions the manifold mapping algorithm to be in an experimental state. Also,
many aspects are involved in the algorithms where things might go wrong. Further
investigation can identify the cause of instability. If so, much time can be won in the
coupling of an FSI simulation.
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Appendix A

Fluid-only simulation of the bare rod

B efore performing an FSI simulation to compare the dynamical behaviour of the rod
immersed by a fluid, first the fluid domain needs to be initialized to a steady-state

solution.

For all fluid domains considered (Figure 7.3), a static mesh fluid solver is applied for a
duration of t = 3.5s with a time-step ∆t = 0.01s. Solution values extracted from probes in
the domain and residuals of the solvers are shown to visualize that a statistically steady
system has been obtained. Four probes have been placed in all of the meshes on the
positions in the table below, which are visualized in green on the y+ ≈ 60 mesh for water
in Figure A.1.

x y z

Probe1 0.0 0.01 0.35
Probe2 0.0 -0.01 0.35
Probe3 0.0 0.01 0.69
Probe4 0.0 -0.01 0.69

Table A.1: Probes locations used for extraction of variables in the fluid domain

Figure A.1: Probes (green) used for extraction of variables displayed on the y+ ≈ 60 mesh
for water.

Looking at the residuals of linear solvers in Figure A.2, convergence towards a statisti-
cally steady state is observed. Additionally strange jumps in the residuals of the turbulent
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Figure A.2: The velocity vz, the pressure p and the turbulent kinetic energy k at the probe
locations in table A.1 of a fluid-only simulation of water using a wall-function (y+ ≈ 60)
mesh. Also the linear solver residuals of the three variables over time are displayed.

kinetic energy k and the axial velocity vz can be observed. To understand this, an under-
standing of the PIMPLE algorithm used by OpenFOAM is required. The PIMPLE algorithm is
briefly explained in chapter 6.

In OpenFOAM for all the calculated variables, v, p and k (turbulent kinetic energy), a
linear solver has to be specified together with tolerances that have to be achieved. For
the velocity v this tolerance is set at 10−7 and for k at 10−4. The jumps visible in Figure
A.2 result from having achieved the tolerance criterion from the start of the time-step,
and consequently not having to perform any linear solver iterations. The jump in r(k) is
at t = 0.40, whereas the jump in r(vz) is at t = 0.52. Moreover due to relaxation, the
residuals are not consistent at each transition from solver to solver, and hence the jumps
are present.

The PIMPLE algorithm itself also has a root mean square residual for the momentum
equation to determine to stop the for loop or to keep correcting for more precise variables.
This is a better quantity in general to notice convergence to steady-state of the fluid. In
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Figure A.3 below, one can see that this indeed happens.
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Figure A.3: Root mean square residual of the momentum equation solved by the PIMPLE

algorithm in OpenFOAM for a fluid only simulation of water on the y+ ≈ 60 mesh.
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Appendix B

Derivation of extrapolation method (5.29)

I n this short appendix, the derivation of the extrapolation formula dn+1
2 = 3dn −

3dn−1 +dn−2 is given by means of Taylor series expansions. The approach is slightly
different in context compared with the manner in which dn+1

1 = 5
2d

n−2dn−1 + 1
2d

n−2 was
derived in section 5.3. Instead of multiplying the Taylor expansions with values craftily
chosen to obtain the necessary coefficients of the extrapolation dn+1

1 , now, parameters
α, β and γ are set to be the coefficients that need to be obtained to derive the highest-order
accurate extrapolation taking three previous data points into account. The extrapolation
to be sought thus is

dn+1 = αdn + βdn−1 + γdn−2 . (B.1)

Next, Taylor approximations with a perturbation of ∆t, 2∆t and 3∆t are filled in to obtain

dn+1 = α
[
dn+1 − (d′)n+1∆t+ 1

2(d′′)n+1∆t2 − 1
6(d′′′)n+1∆t3

]
+β
[
dn+1 − 2(d′)n+1∆t+ 2(d′′)n+1∆t2 − 4

3(d′′′)n+1∆t3
]

+γ
[
dn+1 − 3(d′)n+1∆t+ 9

2(d′′)n+1∆t2 − 9
2(d′′′)n+1∆t3

]
+O(∆t4) .

(B.2)

In order to derive dn+1
2 , the following algebraic system must be solved

α+ β + γ = 1

−α− 2β − 3γ = 0

1

2
α+ 2β +

9

2
γ = 0

, (B.3)

that is rewritten in matrix notation and reduced by means of admissible row-operations
as follows 1 1 1 1

−1 −2 −3 0
1
2 2 9

2 0

 R3|−2R3+R1
========⇒
R2|R2+R1

 1 1 1 1

0 −1 −2 1

0 −3 −8 1

 R3|R3−3R2
=======⇒
R1|R1+R2

 1 0 −1 2

0 −1 −2 1

0 0 −2 −2

 .
From these last equations, it can be easily deducted that α = 3, β = −3 and γ = 1. In
other words, the extrapolation method dn+1

2 is the highest-order accurate extrapolation in
time that can be obtained under the restriction of using solely three previous time-steps.
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Abbreviations

ALE Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
AVB Anti-Vibration Bar
B.C. Boundary Condition
BWR Boiling Water Reactor
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CSM Computational Solid Mechanics
DN Dirichlet-Neumann
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
DOF Degree Of Freedom
FBR Fast Breeder Reactor
FDM Finite Difference Method
FEM Finite Element Method
FFT Fast Fourier Transformation
FIV Flow-Induced Vibrations
FSI Fluid-Structure Interaction
FVM Finite Volume Method
GFR Gas-cooled Fast Reactor
I.C. Initial Condition
IQN-ILS Interface Quasi-Newton algorithm with an approximation for the

Inverse of the Jacobian from a Least-Squares model
JAEA Japan Atomic Energy Agency
JNC Japan Nuclear Cycle development institute
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LFR Lead-cooled Fast Reactor
LMFR Liquid Metal-cooled Fast Reactor
LWR Light Water Reactor
MM Manifold Mapping
MSR Molten Salt Reactor
NRG Nuclear Research and consultancy Group
PbBi Liquid-Bismuth eutectic
PDE Partial Differential Equation
PFM Pressure Fluctuation Model
PHWR Pressurized Heavy-Water Reactor
PIMPLE merged SIMPLE-PISO
PISO Pressure-Implicit-Split-Operator
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Abbreviations

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
RBF Radial Basis Function
SCWR SuperCritical Water-cooled Reactor
SFR Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor
SIMPLE Semi-Implicit-Method-Of-Pressure-Linked-Equations
STA Science and Technology Agency
SVD Singular Value Decomposition
TIV Turbulence-Induced Vibrations
TU/e Eindhoven University of Technology
U-RANS Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
VHTR Very High Temperature Reactor
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